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ABSTRACT
The bottom boundary layer is an important dynamical region of shallow water flows.
In this thesis, the problem of turbulent mixing in the coastal bottom boundary layer is
investigated with a unique set of field measurements of velocity and sound speed that span
a significant fraction of the boundary layer obtained over a six-week long period in the late
summer of 1996 on the New England shelf. The energetics of the turbulent fluctuations are
investigated by testing simplified budgets for turbulent kinetic energy and scalar variance.
The turbulent kinetic energy budget is locally balanced while the scalar variance budget is
not, probably due to turbulent diffusion. The direct effects of stratification are consistently
significant only in the outer part of the boundary layer, where the flux Richardson number
is approximately equal to a critical value of 0.2. Turbulence closure is investigated in terms
of non-dimensional profiles of velocity and sound speed. Close to the bottom, the results are
consistent with Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, while in the outer part of the boundary
layer other scales including the height of the boundary layer are important for setting the
turbulent length scale.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Continental shelves are shallow, gently sloping regions extending from the coast to a depth
of about 200 m at the shelf break. Shelf widths range from 20 to 150 km with an aver-
age value of approximately 65 km. Shelf flows are affected by a number of mechanisms
including winds, tides, and density differences and the relative importance of these factors
varies geographically and seasonally. Rivers empty onto continental shelves, affecting the
density structure and providing a major source of sediment. The bathymetry of continental
shelves is responsible for unique dynamics not present in the deep ocean. For example,
the boundary condition imposed by the coast allows upwelling and downwelling, and the
relative importance of friction is greater in the shallow water than in the deep ocean.
An important dynamical region of shelf flows is the turbulent flow of the bottom bound-
ary layer (BBL) that results from bottom drag. The flux of momentum to the sea floor has
a significant impact on shelf dynamics; it is an important term, for example, in vertically in-
tegrated momentum equations. Turbulent mixing also enhances rates of energy dissipation
and, because tidal velocities are large on the shelf, a significant portion of the oceans' tidal
energy is dissipated in the shelf BBL. In the context of upwelling and downwelling dynamics,
the BBL is a potentially important conduit for cross shelf exchange. The shelf BBL is also
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the interface between the sea floor and the overlying water column. The erosion, deposition
and transport of sediment occurs within the BBL. In general, the bottom boundary layer is
an important source of mixing with implications for many aspects of coastal oceanography.
To capture the effects of turbulent mixing, models require parameterizations of the tur-
bulent fluxes of momentum and scalars such as heat, salt or concentration of suspended
sediment. Oceanic BBL models have used a wide range of closure schemes varying in com-
plexity from simple bulk Richardson number mixing criteria [Thompson, 1973, Trowbridge
and Lentz, 1991] and eddy viscosity models [Soulsby, 1983, Garrett et al., 1993] to com-
plicated second-order closures [Weatherly and Martin, 1978]. A common feature of all the
models is a reliance on semi-empirical theories that have not been rigorously tested in the
shelf BBL.
More fundamentally, it may be stated that a number of important problems in the dy-
namics of turbulence in the shelf BBL remain unaddressed, due to a lack of direct measure-
ment. These questions include the potential importance of coherent motions in transporting
momentum and scalars, the non-linear interaction between various forcing mechanisms and
determining the turbulent length scale. The turbulent length scale is of central importance
because of its role in gradient transport models of turbulent diffusion, such as the mixing
length theory of Prandtl [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972]. In order for the mixing length con-
cept to be valid, the turbulence should, at a minimum, be locally balanced. If turbulence
is essentially local, it is important to know what variables control the mixing length and if
the mixing lengths for momentum and scalars are essentially equal. If the turbulence is not
locally balanced, it is important to know what mechanisms are responsible.
Throughout the present century, a central goal of turbulent boundary layer research
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has been to provide the semi-empirical hypotheses required to describe engineering and
geophysical boundary layers. The most universal result from the previous work in wall-
bounded shear flows indicates that close, but not too close, to the bottom, the turbulent
length scale is proportional to the distance from the boundary and the Karman-Prandtl
law of the wall is satisfied [Monin and Yaglom, 1971]. Further from the boundary, scales
associated with the height of the boundary layer [Coles, 1956], stratification [Obukhov,
1949] and pressure gradients [Yaglom, 1979] are expected to be important. length scale.
Detailed descriptions of the outer part of the boundary layer are expected to be specific to
the particular case being studied.
Although the shelf BBL may be expected to share some of the classical characteristics
of other wall-bounded shear flows, it does have unique features. Density stratification
is potentially important in the oceanic BBL and, in contrast to the atmospheric surface
boundary layer, the dominant source of buoyant forcing is not surface heating or cooling
due to the fact that surface fluxes of heat and salinity in the oceanic case are negligible
[Wimbush and Munk, 1970]. It is expected, therefore, that processes such as entrainment
at the top of the boundary layer and horizontal advection of stratification are important
sources of buoyancy forcing. The sea floor is erodible and can also serve as a source of
buoyancy forcing.
The earliest direct measurements of bottom stress in the oceanic BBL in 1950's [Bow-
den and Fairbairn, 1952, 1956] were used to determine values of the bottom drag coefficient
necessary to estimate the rate of energy dissipation on continental shelves and for use in
models with drag law closures. The early studies also considered the scale issue by esti-
mating integral length scales. Later studies documented the similarity of the oceanic BBL
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to other boundary layers in terms of relationships between the magnitudes of the Reynolds
stress tensor [Gordon and Dohne, 1973, Gross and Nowell, 1983], the occurrence of the
bursting phenomenon [Gordon, 1974, Heathershaw, 1979] and spectral similarity [Soulsby,
1977, Heathershaw, 1979]. Only a few studies have obtained the necessary measurements
to test simplified variance budgets [Gross and Nowell, 1985, Trowbridge et al., in press] or
the Prandtl-Karman law of the wall [Smith and McLean, 1977, Soulsby and Dyer, 1979,
Gross and Nowell, 1983, Trowbridge et al., in press].
All of the measurements to date have been limited to strong tidal flows. Most of the
studies have also been limited to positions within a few meters of the bottom. There has
been only a single attempt to directly measured the effect of stratification on coastal BBL
turbulence [Kawanisi and Yokosi, 1994]. On the open continental shelf, where surface wave
motions are capable of penetrating to the bottom, it has been impossible to obtain direct
measurements of turbulent fluxes due to contamination by wave-induced fluctuations. As
a whole, the available oceanic BBL measurements indicate that there is a vaguely defined
near-bottom region that is similar in many respects to other boundary layer flows. The outer
part of the coastal BBL and the dynamics of scalar fluctuations are largely unexplored.
The goals of the present thesis are to use novel measurement and analysis techniques to
obtain direct (or nearly direct) measurements of BBL turbulence on the continental shelf
and to use these measurements to study the mechanisms of turbulent mixing. In particular,
the technical goal is to measure all of the terms in the local budgets for turbulent kinetic
energy and the variance of sound speed (a surrogate for temperature). The thesis has two
broad scientific goals. The first is to use the variance budgets to test if the turbulence is in
local balance and to asses the importance of local stratification in terms of flux Richardson
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number. The second goal is to determine the dependence of the Prandtl mixing length on
the distance from the bottom, the Monin-Obukhov length and the height of the boundary
layer and to determine if the mixing length for momentum and scalars are equal.
The remainder of the thesis is organized into four research papers and a short concluding
section. The first paper details modifications made to the Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensor
to make it capable of resolving turbulent sound speed fluctuations. The second paper
introduces a technique for obtaining near-bottom turbulent flux estimates in the presence
of energetic surface waves. The third paper describes the variance budgets of turbulent
kinetic energy and sound speed. The fourth paper describes the relationships between
mean gradients and turbulent fluxes in terms of the turbulent length scale and the turbulent
Prandtl number.
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Chapter 2
Measurement of Turbulent Sound
Speed Fluctuations with an
Acoustic Travel-Time Current
Meter
William J. Shaw, Albert J. Williams III and John H. Trowbridge
(This chapter represents a paper that appeared in The Proceedings of the Oceans 96
MTS/IEEE Meeting, 1996.)
ABSTRACT
An acoustic current meter measuring absolute and differential travel-time of sound
through water was deployed in the Hudson Estuary. One goal of the experiment was to
make direct estimates of buoyancy fluxes. Results indicate that the absolute travel-time
measurements were reliable in a mean sense but that the fluctuations were dominated by
an electronic oscillation and a high noise floor. The absolute travel- time circuitry has been
modified to remove the oscillation and reduce the noise floor. The oscillation has been al-
most removed and the noise floor has been reduced by more than an order of magnitude. We
expect that buoyancy fluxes will be resolved in future developments if a record of sufficient
length is obtained.
2.1 Introduction
Oceanic bottom boundary layers are regions of turbulent mixing of mass, momentum and
heat, and are responsible for a large fraction of energy dissipation in the ocean. They also
comprise interfaces across which particles, chemicals and organisms are exchanged between
the sea floor and the overlying water column. Yet, the relative importance of various pro-
cesses contributing to the dynamics of the oceanic bottom boundary layer is still generally
unknown. Close to the boundary, there exists a layer in which classical scaling relations
determined in laboratory experiments and atmospheric studies [Monin and Yaglom, 1971]
may reasonably be assumed to apply. Far from the boundary, in the outer portion of the
boundary layer, classical scalings are inappropriate and buoyancy effects are expected to
assume an important role. Many previous studies in the oceanic bottom boundary layer
lacked the instrumentation necessary to measure turbulent quantities directly. Without
direct turbulence measurements, researchers relied on scaling relations that were largely
untested at the bottom of the ocean. A limited number of studies have begun to explore
the applicability of these scaling relations in the oceanic bottom boundary layer. The outer
portion of the oceanic bottom boundary layer remains largely unexplored. Direct measure-
ments are especially important in the coastal ocean because of the number and variety of
external forcings affecting its dynamics.
The Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensor (BASS) is capable of making direct turbulence
measurements [Williams et al., 1987]. BASS provides high-quality measurements of mean
and fluctuating water velocity based on the difference in acoustic travel-time between pairs
of transducers. Recently, the BASS electronics have been modified to measure absolute, in
addition to differential, travel time [Trivett, 1991]. In principle, absolute travel- time can
be used to make acoustic estimates of temperature and buoyancy because the temperature
dependence of sound speed in sea water [MacKenzie, 1981] is well established.
An instrument such as BASS can be used to obtain records of velocity fluctuations. In
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principle, momentum fluxes can be estimated directly by computing the cross-correlations
between the fluctuating velocity components. Mechanical dissipation can be directly esti-
mated using Kolmogorov's theory of the inertial subrange [e.g., Monin and Yaglom, 1971],
which relates the energy density in a certain range of scales to the dissipation rate. Mea-
surement of buoyancy fluxes requires high-quality measurement of temperature fluctuations.
Furthermore, the temperature and velocity measurements must be done in the same vol-
ume. For this reason, the use of BASS to measure velocity and temperature fluctuations
could have great utility. In principle, BASS can be used to directly estimate temperature
flux and indirectly measure temperature dissipation. Thus, utilizing BASS's capabilities
as an absolute travel-time meter may allow estimation of buoyancy flux, heat flux, and
temperature variance dissipation in addition to the momentum flux and mechanical energy
dissipation that is usually measure with BASS.
This paper describes efforts made to employ BASS as a high-precision, high frequency
absolute travel-time meter in the bottom boundary layer of the coastal ocean. In the
following, we first present background material on the functioning of BASS (Section 2.2).
We then discuss problems encountered in the analysis of absolute travel-time data collected
in the Hudson Estuary (Section 2.3). Finally, we describe modifications made to BASS
to improve its performance as an absolute travel-time meter (Section 2.4) and present
conclusions (Section 2.5).
2.2 BASS Description
BASS measures differential and absolute travel-time by timing acoustic pulses traveling
in opposite directions between two transducers. A single BASS sensor consists of four
pairs of transducers held rigidly in place by a supporting cage (Figure 2.1). The path
length between opposite transducers is 15 cm. The four transducer pairs resolve the three-
dimensional velocity vector with one degree of redundancy. Individual BASS pods are
normally mounted in vertical arrays within bottom tripods. Although the utility of BASS
is not confined to the bottom boundary layer, the motion of the instrument relative to an
absolute reference frame must be known to make accurate measurements.
A pulse of acoustic energy travels through a fluid medium at the speed of sound with
respect to the fluid. Sound speed and flow velocity can be determined by accurately mea-
suring the travel times of pulses between two fixed transducers. To first order, the water
velocity and sound speed are [Williams et al., 1987]
C2
VP = (ti - t2) (2.1)2d
and
C 2d (2.2)
(ti + t2)
Here, d is the BASS path length (15 cm), vp is the component of velocity along the path, c
is the local speed of sound, and ti and t2 are the travel-times in opposite directions along
the acoustic path. The relative error of these approximations is of order vp/c 2 , which is less
than one part per million for typical ocean flows.
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW
Figure 2.1: A schematic drawing of a single BASS sensor. Transducers on the upper ring
(A, B, C and D) form acoustic axes with transducers mounted diagonally opposite to them
on the bottom ring (A', B', C' and D').
When requested to make a measurement, BASS initiates a timing cycle controlling the
transmission and measurement of the acoustic pulses traveling between a transducer pair
(Figure 2.2, top). In the following discussion, the times at which specific events occur
are given italicized names. For example, start-timing is the t = 0 point of the cycle. At
start-transmit, the beginning of a square-wave enveloped sinusoidal pulse is simultaneously
transmitted by a pair of transducers. The pulses propagate along the acoustic path and
are received by the opposite transducers with some attenuation. The 14th negative-going
zero crossing is defined as the arrival time of a pulse by the trigger circuits following the
transducers (Figure 2.2, bottom). As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the absolute travel-time
between the lower and upper transducer ti and the absolute travel-time between the upper
and lower transducer t2 are
t1 = (14th-received-upper) - (14th-transmitted) (2.3)
and
t2 = (14th-received-lower) - (14th - transmitted) , (2.4)
respectively. For the geometry of BASS and typical sea water sound speed, the travel-times
are approximately 100ps.
BASS measures travel-times with an integrating circuit. At the desired starting time,
a constant current source is switched from ground to a capacitor. At the desired stopping
time, the current source is switched back to ground. The resulting capacitor voltage is
proportional to the difference between the stop and start times.
To make a measurement of vp, two integrating circuits are used to measure the differen-
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Figure 2.2: Top, diagram illustrating the transmitted and received pulses on a pair of BASS
transducers. Each transducer first acts as a transmitter and then as a receiver for the other's
transmitted pulse. Bottom, cartoon illustrating the receiving side of BASS electronics. For
the situation drawn at bottom (flow velocity towards upper transducer and switch in normal
polarity) the acoustic pulse traveling to the upper transducer arrives first and is detected
by Trigger Circuit A. Both-received occurs a short time later when the pulse traveling to
the lower circuit is detected by Trigger Circuit B.
tial travel-times At = ti - t 2. To reduce electronic errors, BASS repeats the measurement
with the switching circuit between transducers and trigger circuits reversed (Figure 2.2,
bottom). The sign of errors accumulated beyond the switch is independent of the polarity
of the switch, but the sign of At depends on the polarity of the switch. Thus, so long as
the error does not change more rapidly that the interval between forward and reverse mea-
surements, subtraction of normal and reverse measurements cancel noise that is generated
beyond the switching point. The accuracy of the differential travel-time circuit is 40 ps
[Williams et al., 1987] corresponding to a flow velocity error of 0.3 mm/s.
To make a measurement of c, ti and t2 must be measured as opposed to a direct
measurement of At. The original absolute travel time circuit design [Trivett, 1991]started
a single integrating circuit 85ps into the timing cycle at unclamp. The integrating circuit
was stopped when the slower pulse arrived, both-received (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, top).
Because c is unaffected by switching polarity, the noise-reduction technique of subtracting
normal and reverse measurements cannot be exploited in an absolute travel-time circuit.
For this reason, the accurate measurement of absolute travel-time is expected to be more
difficult than the accurate measurement of differential travel-time.
2.3 Hudmix Analysis
In late summer 1995, a tripod containing a vertical array of five BASS sensors, three ther-
mistors, five conductivity cells, and a pressure sensor was deployed in the lower Hudson
Estuary. The tripod deployment was part of the larger field program (Hudmix) aimed at
identifying and quantifying vertical mixing rates in the Hudson estuary. Sampling was car-
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original design
I I
I I
modified design, first integrator I
modified design, second integrator
Time
Figure 2.3: Timing Diagrams of absolute travel-time circuits. The voltage on the integrating
capacitors is plotted as a function of time. Top, original design. Bottom, modified design.
ried out at 6.25 Hz during 3.28 minute bursts every ten minutes. Absolute travel-time data
were recorded in the normal direction only for one transducer pair of each sensor. Individual
bursts were Reynolds averaged.
The output of BASS's absolute travel-time circuit is digitized counts corresponding to
the voltage on the integrating capacitor. However, the absolute travel-time circuit was not
calibrated. Therefore, the first step of the analysis was to obtain a calibration relating
counts to sound speed. Since only ti was measured, sound speed is determined by
Vp + c = d (2.5)
ti
If (2.5) is linearized for small sound speed fluctuations, the result is
2
c = 2co - t - VP, (2.6)
where co is a constant reference sound speed. The voltages measured by BASS were cal-
ibrated by linearly regressing means of counts and predicted sound speeds (Figure 2.4).
Predicted sound speeds were calculated with measured means of temperature, salinity and
pressure from an empirical state equation for sea water [MacKenzie, 19811,
c = 1448.96 + 4.591T - 5.304 x 10- 2 T 2 +
2.374 x 10- 4T3 + 1.340(s - 35) +
1.630 x 10~ 2 D + 1.675 x 10- 7D2 -
1.025 x 10-2T(s - 35) - 7.139 x 10- 13 TD3 t 0.0070 m/s, (2.7)
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Figure 2.4: Sound speed calibration curve for one sensor from the Hudmix deployment. The
solid line is the best-fitting curve.
where c is speed of sound in m/s, T is temperature in degrees C, s is salinity in ppt and D is
pressure in m. As Figure 2.4 indicates, BASS accurately tracked the variation in predicted
sound speed, (r2 > 0.99 for four out five pods, with one pod showing signs of persistent
malfunction). The only shortcoming was that the sound speed in (2.5) exhibited a rectified
dependence on op (i.e. c = 2co - Iti- Ivp), and therefore would not cancel if both normal
and reverse measurements were averaged.
Although the absolute travel-time meter appeared to work reliably in a mean sense,
individual bursts were dominated by instrument noise (Figure 2.5, top). Stacking and av-
eraging of a number of bursts indicated that a similar low-frequency oscillation occurred in
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each burst (Figure 2.6). The oscillation caused an apparent velocity fluctuation of about
1 m/s and was assumed to be a resonance in the BASS electronics. In addition, the high
frequency fluctuations (magnitude ~ 0.5 m/s) superimposed on the oscillation were almost
and order of magnitude larger than sound speed changes caused by measured temperature
fluctuations predicted by (2.6). The high-frequency fluctuations were considered instru-
ment noise. Figure 2.7 is a comparison of measured sound speed spectra and a theoretical
spectrum estimated using Kolmogorov's theory of the inertial subrange. The noise floor
of the measured spectrum clearly overwhelms the energy level of the predicted spectrum.
These problems prohibit estimation of temperature flux and temperature dissipation with
the original design of the instrument.
2.4 Instrument Modifications
We were motivated to improve BASS's absolute travel-time electronics by encouraging re-
sults of the mean sound speed analysis which indicated that eventual success in resolving
fluctuating sound speeds in possible. Specifically, we set out to correct the following prob-
lems uncovered in the analysis of the Hudmix data: (1) water velocity rectification, (2) large
electronic oscillation, and (3) high noise floor. An initial laboratory test of the original cir-
cuit confirmed that the oscillation and noise were caused by the BASS electronics rather
than extraordinary features of the flow during Hudmix (Figure 2.5, middle and Figure 2.7).
The dependence of sound speed on flow velocity was rectified in the absolute travel-time
measurement because the integrating capacitor was not stopped until both-received. Regard-
less of flow direction, the capacitor charged until the slower pulse arrived. This problem was
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Figure 2.5: Examples of burst absolute travel-time time series. Top, Hudmix data. Mid-
dle, lab test of the original design. Bottom, lab test of modified design. For comparison,
the magnitude of signal caused by the observed temperature fluctuations (from thermis-
tors) during the Hudmix deployment is indicated by the gray region. During Hudmix, the
standard deviation deviation of the temperature fluctuations was 20 mC, corresponding to
sound speed fluctuations of 75 mm/s.
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Figure 2.6: Averages of 36 absolute travel-time bursts from the Hudmix deployment illus-
trating the consistent oscillations within the bursts.
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Figure 2.7: Sound speed spectra. The solid bold line is a theoretical prediction based on
Kolmogorov's theory of the inertial subrange and conditions typical of the Hudson estuary.
Solid, dash and dash-dot lines correspond to measured spectra from the Hudson, from a lab
test of the original design and from a lab test of the modified design, respectively. Temporal
data are converted to spatial data using Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis.
corrected by stopping the integration when trigger circuit A (Figure 2.2, bottom) detected
on arrival, 14th-received-A. For a normal measurement, ti is measured. When the switching
circuit reversed a short time later, t2 is measured. These two measurements can then be
averaged (Equation 2.2) to eliminate the component of travel-time due to flow velocity.
The oscillations observed in the Hudmix data were caused by the point in time at which
integration was started (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, top). Integration began at unclamp, a
point fixed relative to start-transmit. If the frequency of the pulse varies, an error occurs
because the integrator is started relative to the start of the transmission rather than the 14th
negative-going zero-crossing of the transmission. Apparently, the oscillator that generates
the acoustic pulse has a temperature dependent frequency. The hear generated by resistive
losses in the electronics is a source of repeatable temperature variations. This heat causes
the temperature to rise at the start of each burst but cools between bursts. We significantly
reduced the magnitude of the oscillation by measuring the time between start-transmit and
14th-transmitted.
Our strategy to lower the noise level of the absolute travel-time measurement was to
reduce integration noise by reducing the integration period. The original design took ad-
vantage of the accuracy of BASS's electronic clock by starting integration 85 ps into the
timing period, which left about 15 ps to be integrated over until the pulse arrived. To
take advantage of the electronics clock and still measure relative to the correct phase of
the pulse , we used two integrating circuits in our modified design (Figure 2.3, bottom).
The first integrating circuit measures the time between start-transmit and 14th-transmitted.
The second integrating circuit measures the time between unclamp and 14th-received-A. In
addition, unclamp was moved forward in time by 6.5 ps.
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Figure 2.8 is a simplified schematic diagram of the modified design. The two integrating
circuits receive independent start and stop times. High impedance voltage followers track
the voltage on the integrating capacitors and drive a difference amplifier with a gain of 8.
This modified design is a significant improvement over the original design. The electronic
oscillation has been almost completely removed and noise level has been reduced by a factor
of five from the Hudmix measurements of 0.1 m/s, to about the level of the signal predicted
by the Hudmix temperature data (Figure 2.5, bottom). The noise floor of the spectra
measured with the modified design has been lowered by more than an order of magnitude
(Figure 2.7).
Presently, the predicted level of the Hudson Estuary temperature inertial subrange is
still obscured by measurement errors (Figure 2.7). However, simple statistical arguments
shown that the white noise will not affect the correlation between temperature and velocity
in f the data record is of sufficient length. Therefore, heat and buoyancy fluxes may be
estimated with the modified circuit design.
2.5 Conclusions
The analysis of absolute travel-time data recorded in the Hudson estuary and subsequent
modifications of the absolute travel-time circuit used in BASS suggest the following conclu-
sions:
(1) During the Hudmix deployment, mean sound speed measured by BASS agreed re-
markable well with the sound speeds predicted by measured temperature, salinity, and
pressure. In a mean sense, BASS is capable of measuring the sound speed in coastal ocean
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Figure 2.8: Simplified schematic diagram of modified absolute travel-time circuit.
environments.
(2) During the Hudmix deployment, several problems were identified in the fluctuating
sound speed measurements recorded by BASS. The most serious were an electronic oscilla-
tion and a high noise floor. The absolute travel-time circuit was modified to minimize these
problems.
(3) Presently, the electronic oscillation has been almost completely removed and the
noise floor has been reduced by more than an order of magnitude. The magnitude of the
oscillation and noise must be further reduced to resolve the predicted level of the Hudson
Estuary temperature inertial subrange. However, simple statistical arguments show that
records of sufficient length can lead to robust estimates of hear and buoyancy fluxes.
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Chapter 3
The Direct Estimation of
Near-bottom Turbulent Fluxes in
the Presence of Energetic Wave
Motions
William J. Shaw and John H. Trowbridge
(This chapter represents a manucript that is to be submitted to The Journal of Atmo-
spheric and Oceanic Technology.)
ABSTRACT
Velocities produced by energetic waves can contaminate direct covariance estimates
of near-bottom turbulent shear stress and turbulent heat flux. A new adaptive filtering
technique is introduced to minimize the contribution of wave-induced motions to measured
covariances. The technique requires the use of two sensors separated in space and assumes
that the spatial coherence scale of the waves is much longer than the spatial coherence scale
of the turbulence. The proposed technique is applied to an extensive set of data collected
in the bottom boundary layer of the New England Shelf. Results from the oceanic test
indicate that the technique succeeds at removing surface wave contamination from shear
stress and heat flux estimates using pairs of sensors separated in the vertical dimension
by a distance of approximately five times the height of the lower sensor, even during the
close passage of hurricanes. However, the technique fails at removing contamination caused
by internal waves which occur occasionally in the data set. The internal wave case is
complicated by the facts that the internal waves are highly intermittent, that the internal
wave period is comparable to the Reynolds-averaging period, that the height of the internal
wave boundary layer is of the order of the height of measurement and, specifically for heat
flux estimates, that nonlinear effects are large. The presence of internal waves does not pose
a significant problem for estimating turbulent shear stress because contamination caused by
internal waves is limited to frequencies lower then the stress carrying eddies. In contrast, the
presence of internal waves does pose a problem for estimating turbulent heat flux because
the contamination extends in the range of the heat flux carrying eddies.
3.1 Introduction
Turbulent mixing driven by bottom drag is an essential component of shallow water flows.
The dynamically significant effects of turbulence on Reynolds-averaged boundary layer flows
are contained in the covariance terms that represent the vertical transport of heat and
horizontal momentum [e.g., Monin and Yaglom, 1971]. As a result, the measurement of
near-bottom, turbulence-induced shear stress and heat flux is a critical objective of coastal
physical oceanography. High-quality vertical flux estimates are necessary to formulate and
test hypotheses regarding the dynamics of boundary layer turbulence. For example, models
of currents and sediment transport on continental shelves rely heavily on how turbulent
momentum flux is parameterized in the bottom boundary layer [e.g., Grant and Madsen,
1986].
A number of methods are available for estimating turbulent fluxes in oceanic bound-
ary layers. A direct vertical flux estimate is obtained by measuring the covariance be-
tween turbulent fluctuations of the transported quantity of interest (horizontal momentum
or temperature) and fluctuations of vertical velocity [e.g., Bowden and Fairbairn, 1956,
Heathershaw, 1979]. Indirect methods include the profile technique [e.g., Charnock, 1959,
Sternberg, 1968, Gross and Nowell, 1983, Lueck and Lu, 1997], in which fluxes are deter-
mined from the fit of semi-empirical models to the vertical profiles of Reynolds-averaged
quantities; the inertial-dissipation technique [e.g., Gross and Nowell, 1985, Green and Mc-
Cave, 1995], in which fluxes are derived from Kolmogorov's theory of the inertial subrange
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and a simplified variance budgets; and the dynamic technique [e.g., Bowden and Fairbairn,
1952, Bowden et al., 1959], in which fluxes are estimated as the residual after other terms
in simplified momentum or heat balances are measured. Both the profile technique and the
inertial-dissipation technique rely on restrictive assumptions that are often hard to justify
in the coastal ocean because of the presence of multiple length scales. In practice, the
dynamic technique measures the influence of turbulence on a broader scale than the other
techniques and, additionally, the researcher usually desires to test the balances instead of
assuming that they hold. For example, an important question is whether form drag is a sig-
nificant component of the bottom resistance felt by the overlying flow [McLean and Smith,
1979]. Because of the complexity of the coastal bottom boundary layer, we believe that
direct measurements of turbulent fluxes are required to advance our understanding of its
dynamics.
In the coastal ocean, however, direct turbulent flux measurements are often contami-
nated by the presence of energetic surface waves [Grant et al., 1984, Grant and Madsen,
1986, Huntley and Hazen, 1988, Trowbridge, 1998] and the presence of internal waves can
have a similar effect. Wave contamination of flux estimates occurs if the principal axes of
the wave-induced velocity field, which do not necessarily coincide with the measurement
coordinates and may be influenced by physical processes such as bottom topography or
rotational motions, are not known with sufficient accuracy. Because surface waves and in-
ternal waves are often more energetic than turbulent eddies by several orders of magnitude,
a slight uncertainty in estimating the principal axes of the wave-induced velocity field can
easily swamp the desired turbulence-induced component of measured covariance.
Recently, Trowbridge [1998] introduced a novel technique for removing surface wave
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contamination from shear stress estimates by differencing records of velocity components
measured by pairs of spatially separated current meters. The technique is based on the
assumption that the spatial scale of surface waves is long in comparison with the correlation
scale of the near-bottom turbulence. Essentially, Trowbridge assumed that that the wave-
induced velocities at the two sensors are equal and can be canceled by subtraction.
Here, alternative differencing strategies are considered and a new adaptive filtering tech-
nique is introduced to further reduce wave contamination of measured covariances. The
adaptive filtering technique represents a generalization of Trowbridge's differencing tech-
nique in that the basic assumption concerning the wave motions is made less stringent by
allowing the wave motions at two locations separated in space to be coherent rather than
equal. The extended technique allows useful flux estimates to be made in conditions of
higher wave energy and admits a wider latitude in the placement of sensors. Importantly,
the technique can be applied to a vertical array of sensors, which is the most practical
configuration for field experiments.
In this paper, we consider the effects of surface and internal waves on estimates of the
vertical turbulent fluxes of heat and horizontal momentum. We limit the scope to near-
bottom flows and to methods for removing wave-induced contributions to measured fluxes.
We present the differencing and filtering techniques for removing wave bias from turbulent
flux estimates and we present observational results that show how well the techniques work
in practice. The remainder of the paper is organized into the following sections: a theoretical
description of the wave bias problem and a presentation of techniques for removing wave bias
(Section 3.2), a description of a set of measurements used to test the proposed techniques
(Section 3.3), a presentation and discussion of the results (Sections 5.4 and 5.5), and a
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summary and conclusions (Section 5.6).
3.2 Theoretical Framework
3.2.1 Overview
A two-dimensional (2-D) model of the velocity field of the bottom boundary layer on the
continental shelf in the presence of wave motions is developed to demonstrate the wave bias
problem and to provide a framework for the presentation of techniques for removing wave
bias. Although the general problem is three-dimensional (3-D), a 2-D analysis in which the
direction of the desired turbulent shear stress, the wave motions, and the components of the
instrument coordinate system lie in a plane, captures the important features of the wave
bias problem in a simple manner. The analysis presented here is a simplification of that
presented by Trowbridge [1998] in that it is 2-D, although it has been expanded to include
the effects of waves on heat flux estimates and it relaxes assumptions about near-equality
of wave-induced motions at the spatial scales of interest.
The analysis relies on several assumptions. The most fundamental assumption is that
the ratio of the spatial coherence scale of the wave-induced fluctuations to the spatial coher-
ence scale of the turbulence-induced fluctuations is large, so that a spatial separation exists
at which the wave-induced fluctuations are coherent and the turbulence-induced fluctua-
tions are incoherent. Also, we require that the wave- and turbulence-induced fluctuations
are incoherent with one another and that the statistical properties of the waves and tur-
bulence are stationary. For the purpose of illustration, we assume that the velocity sensors
have perfect response, that all components of the turbulent covariance tensor have equal
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magnitudes (which is a good assumption for boundary layer flows [e.g., Tennekes and Lum-
ley, 1972]), that the waves are small-amplitude and narrow-banded in frequency, and that
stratification is due to a uniform vertical temperature gradient.
The model (Figure 3.1) has a position vector, x = [X, z]. The horizontal component
lies in the common direction of the wave propagation and the desired shear stress and the
vertical component is defined positive upwards with z = 0 at the bed. In the model, the
velocity vector u = [u, w] is composed of contributions from mean current, waves, and
turbulence: u = + ii + u', where an overbar represents a mean value and tilde and
prime denote wave and turbulent fluctuations, respectively. Similarly, the temperature is
denoted by T = T i + T'. The wave-induced component of the fluctuations can include
contributions due to both surface and internal waves, although we are not concerned here
with any possible interactions between the two. The model quantities of interest with
this notation, the turbulent shear stress and turbulent vertical heat flux, are -pu'w' and
pcpT'w', respectively, where p is density and c, is heat capacity.
An estimate of u'w' using the velocity U = [U, W] measured in instrument coordinates
that are rotated a small angle, 0, from the model coordinate system (Figure 3.1) to first
order in 0 is
cov (U, W) = u'w' + Z+ 0 [(;2 -U2 + ( - ). (3.1)
Likewise, an estimate of T'w' to first order in 0 is
cov (T,W) = T'w' + t + 0(T'u' + t . (3.2)
The first term on the right side of (3.1) and (3.2) is the desired vertical turbulent flux of
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the geometry of the 2-D bottom boundary layer
model. The boundary layer is measured with two instruments whose velocity components
(U1, W1) and (U2, W2) are oriented at small angles 01 and 02, respectively, to the model
coordinate system (u, w). The sea bed slopes at a small angle, a
horizontal momentum or heat, respectively. The second term is a 'real' wave bias, repre-
senting vertical transport by waves. The third and fourth terms are 'apparent' turbulence-
and wave- induced biases arising from the orientation of the instrument coordinate system.
The 'apparent' turbulence bias is the well-known instrument levelling error [Pond, 1968].
For the case of gentle bottom slopes, small rotation angles, and irrotational waves,
Trowbridge [1998] demonstrated that the turbulence bias in (3.1) is small but that the
wave biases can be an order of magnitude larger than the desired turbulent momentum
flux. Observations in the atmospheric boundary layer indicate that the components of the
heat flux vector have the same order of magnitude [Kaimal et al., 1972], indicating that
the turbulence bias in (3.2) is small compared to the desired covariance if 0 is small. We
can estimate the 'real' wave bias in (3.2) as follows. For the case of a uniform vertical tem-
perature gradient and small-amplitude motions, the wave-induced temperature fluctuations
arise from advection of the vertical temperature gradient and, for progressive waves, may
be estimated as
-dTi6
Tf = - , (3.3)
dz c
where c is the wave phase speed. T'w' may be roughly estimated as -rzudT/dz [e.g.
Businger et al., 1971], where u, is the bottom friction velocity and r.(= 0.4) is von Karman's
constant. With these estimates, the ratio of wave-induced bias to turbulent heat flux is
=w 0 = (3.4)
T'w! T'w 0 Uc
indicating that for near-bottom values typical of the outer shelf for surface waves (62
0.01 m2s-2 , c = 20 m/s, u, = 0.01 m/s, and 0 = 0.01) the wave-induced bias is three orders
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of magnitude smaller than the turbulent heat flux.
If the measured velocity vector can be rotated into the principal axes of the wave-
induced velocity field, the wave biases are removed. In practice, one is unlikely to know
the orientation of the principle coordinates of the wave-induced velocity field to sufficient
accuracy to remove wave bias by rotation. The objective of the present analysis is thus
to consider alternative techniques for removing the 'real' and 'apparent' wave biases from
estimates of the turbulent covariances u'w' and T'w' in (3.1) and (3.2).
3.2.2 Differencing Strategies
Trowbridge [1998] showed that one can reduce the wave bias in estimates of momentum flux
to an acceptable level by differencing measurements obtained from two sensors separated
by a distance large in comparison to the correlation scale of the turbulence but small in
comparison to the inverse wavenumber of the waves, with the critical assumptions that the
correlation scale of the waves is much greater than the correlation scale of the turbulence
and that the waves and turbulence are uncorrelated. Here, we rely on the same basic
concept and assumptions, but consider a slightly different approach in which only one of
the measurements comprising the covariance is differenced. This approach is beneficial
because the resulting covariance estimate corresponds to the position of a single sensor,
rather than an average of the covariances at each sensor, and two estimates are available
for each sensor. The resulting turbulence estimates are not independent, but the waves are
removed with essentially independent information, so that the redundant estimates provide
a check on the technique.
In the following, a parenthesized subscript is used to identify the position where a
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particular measurement is obtained. For example, u(i) is the horizontal velocity measured
at the location of the first sensor. The operation of differencing between two sensors is
represented by an upper-case delta sign and the operation of averaging between two sensors
is represented by angular brackets. For example, Au and (u) are the difference and average,
respectively, of the horizontal velocities measured by a pair of sensors. We focus here on
the differencing of velocity measurements.
We consider three estimates of uw7 given measurements at a pair of sensors: cov(AU, AW),
cov(AU, W(i)), and cov(U(), AW). With the assumptions that wave- and turbulence-
induced velocities are uncorrelated and that the turbulence is uncorrelated at the two
locations, the three estimates of uw can be written to first order in 0
-cov (AU, A W) = (u'w') + (0 (w'2 - 2) 2 + cov (A , AW), (3.5)
ov (AU, W(l)) + 6() ( ) - ) + cov (A U, T 1) , (3.6)
and
cov(U(,AW) = U( 1)W( 1) +0(1) (w) -u() + cov (U1 ,AVV) . (3.7)
The first term on the right side of (3.5) is an average of the turbulence-induced covariance
at each of the sensors and the first term on the right side of (3.6) and (3.7) is the desired
turbulence-induced covariance at the location of the first sensor. The second term on the
right side of (3.5)-(3.7) is a small 'apparent' turbulence bias. The wave component of the
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three estimates may be written to first order in 9
-cov (AU, AW) = IAGA + (- (0) 2 - Ag2) + 4A9 (A\ - Alf) , (3.8)2 ~ 2 2 (w:2-Z
cov (A U, W(I) = G(i)A6 + 0(1) (W(i)AW - 6(1)Af) + AO (l - W(i)A) , (3.9)
and
cov (U(i), Aw) =6iA ()(~)-61 ) -A (1) 6).(10
Wave contributions to the measured covariance arise from differences in wave-induced ve-
locity between the two locations and differences in alignment between the two sensors.
At this point, we introduce approximations in an effort to illustrate the magnitudes of the
terms in (3.8)-(3.10), restricting the scope of the analysis to the measurement of turbulence
in the presence of surface waves with a pair of vertically separated sensors. Differenced
quantities are represented with first-order expansions. For example, Au ~ ra6i/Oz, where r
is the separation between the sensors and &i6/Oz is understood to be evaluated at a location
between the two sensors for the estimate jcov (AU, AW) and at the location of the first
sensor for the estimates cov(AU, W(1)) and cov(U(1), AW) . Also, we assume that kz < 1,
where k is the wavenumber of the waves, which allows the hyperbolic functions describing
the vertical variation of wave-induced velocity to be represented with first-order expansions.
With these assumptions, (3.8)-(3.10) can be approximated as
cov (AU, AW) ~ [k2z2 (it) + (0) ((w2) - k4z()) + AO ((;T2) - kaz4( )
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cov ( , W(1)) ~ [k2z2(1)W(1) + 6(1) ( - k2z2 1 )) + AO( 1) ( 1 ,(3.12)
and
cov + () - kz2i))- At (k2z2 + (3.13)
For near-bottom measurements, we expect that terms like livii, 6u2 , and A662 are of compa-
rable magnitude and much larger than terms like 6CV2 and AC6Z2. All of the large terms on
the right side of (3.11) and (3.12) have been reduced by at least the factor k2rz, while two
of the large terms in (3.13) have only been reduced by the factor r/z, which is constrained
by the assumptions of the technique to be of order one, as seen below. It is obvious that
the stress estimate 1cov (AU, AW) has approximately a factor of two reduction in wave
bias at the cost of averaging the turbulent covariances between the two locations. Note
that for near-bottom measurements, the 'real' wave bias is roughly equal in the estimates
}cov (AU, AW) and cov (A U, W(1)) while the reduction in 'apparent' wave bias resulting
from the rotation of horizontal velocity into the vertical is better for 1cov (AU, AW) by
an additional factor of k2rz.
In order for these differencing techniques to work in practice, the sensor separation must
be made large relative to the correlation length scale of the turbulence so that turbulence
cross-correlation terms between the sensors that were neglected in (3.5) - (3.7), which are
UI 1 )U( 2 ), U( 1 )W( 2 )' W( 1)U( 2 ), are small. It is easily shown that all of the cross correlation terms
except u(1)W( 2) are multiplied by C, and therefore with the assumption that the elements
of the turbulent correlation function tensor have the same order of magnitude, we only
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need to ensure that u' w' is small in comparison with u' W' We have established an
empirical guideline for meeting this condition by considering the off-diagonal component of
the turbulent correlation function tensor obtained in an estuarine bottom boundary layer.
Trowbridge et al. [in press] reported the deployment in August 1995 of a quadrapod on the
bed of the Hudson River adjacent to Manhattan, New York, for two weeks with a vertical
array of five BASS current meters (see Section 3.3) at heights of 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, 2.1, and 2.4 m
above the bottom in a wave-free turbulent boundary layer. The instruments were sampled
in bursts of 3.28 minutes at 6.25 Hz. To evaluate the importance of u' 2 we calculated
representative cross-correlation functions Ru, = u(z)w(z + r) by taking the average of Ru,
from individual bursts over a period of five days (Figure 3.2). The cross-correlation functions
indicate that the ratio of the vertical separation to the height of the lower sensor r/z must
be greater than approximately five for the turbulence to be considered uncorrelated, i.e.
less than one-tenth of the value at zero separation. In this particular environment, the
cross-correlation function decreases more rapidly as z increases, possibly because the scale
of the eddies is limited by factors other than height above bottom [Trowbridge et al., in
press].
3.2.3 Further Reduction in Wave Bias with Adaptive Filtering
Failure of the differencing technique described in Section (3.2.2) occurs under conditions of
high wave energy if differences in amplitude or phase of the wave-induced motions between
the two locations cause the difference terms A6 or A@i appearing in (3.8)-(3.10) to be signif-
icant. When this problem occurs, a solution is to minimize the difference terms with linear
filtration techniques. Assuming that the wave-induced fluctuations are completely spatially
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Figure 3.2: Estimates of the normalized cross-correlation function Ru (r)/Ru (0), where
Ru, (r) = u(z)w(z + r), for positive vertical separations r estimated from measurements
obtained in the Hudson River Estuary at four heights above the bottom. Each curve
represents an average derived from 720 3.28 minute bursts of data.
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coherent, least-squares filtering can be used to estimate the coherent component of velocity
at one position with velocity measurements at the second position. Thus, the assumption
behind the simple differencing technique used earlier, that the wave-induced motions at the
two sensors are essentially identical, is replaced by the assumption that the wave-induced
motions at the two sensors are essentially perfectly coherent. The assumption that the
turbulence is spatially uncorrelated is replaced by the assumption that the turbulence is
spatially incoherent.
Here, the analysis is no longer limited to vertical separations. We begin by using the
assumption that the wave motions at the two positions are coherent to establish a linear
functional relationship between the wave-induced fluctuations measured at position (1)
and wave-induced fluctuations measured at position (2). For example, the wave-induced
horizontal velocities are assumed to be related by
U(1)(t) = h(t') (2)(t - t')dt'. (3.14)
Here, t is time and h(t) is a filter that represents the spatial transfer function between
the wave-induced fluctuations at the two locations. In effect, (3.14) states that if U(1) and
U(2) are perfectly coherent, then U(1) is completely predictable from U(2). The goal of this
analysis, then, is to use the total measured velocities to estimate the transfer functions as
well as possible. A more nearly wave-free estimate of horizontal velocity at position (1)
than AU = U(i) - U(2) is then AU = U(1) - U(1) where
U(1)(t) = F(t')U(2)(t - t')dt' (3.15)
is the estimated wave-induced velocity at position (1) using estimates of the transfer func-
tion, h(t), and the measured velocities at position (2). The estimated wave velocity U(1)
contains a turbulence component, but it is of no consequence so long as the assumption
that the turbulence is spatially incoherent is valid. If the estimates cov (AU, W(1)) and
cov (U(1), AW) are replaced by cov (A U, W(1)) and cov (U(1), AW), respectively, the prob-
lematic difference terms appearing in (3.9) and (3.10) are minimized to the extent that the
model assumptions are valid.
The filter weights in (3.14) are estimated by finding the ordinary least-squares solution
of a transversal filter model [e.g., Haykin, 1996] that has has been modified to a non-causal
form for our post-processing purposes:
Ah = U(1). (3.16)
Here, A is an M x N windowed data matrix of velocity at position (2), where M is the
number of data points and N is the number of filter weights (N must be odd for the filter
to be symmetric), h is a vector of filter weights, and U(1) is a vector of position (1) velocity.
The m-th row of A is [u(i - Njl)7... IU(i),... u(i + N 1)], in which the notation u(i) is
temporarily understood to mean the i-th discrete sample of u. The solution is
(AT A ATU(1) (3.17)
and estimates of the wave-induced velocity at position (1), U(1) are found by convolving
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the measured velocity record with the estimated filter weights
U(1) = Ah. (3.18)
In practice, we have encountered some complications in applying the filtering technique
described above (to be discussed below), but, in general, we have found that with the
adjustment of only two significant parameters, the number of data points M and the number
of filter weights N, robust estimates of the wave spatial transfer functions are obtainable.
3.3 Measurements and Analysis
The techniques described in Section 3.2 are tested on a set of measurements collected as part
of the Coastal Mixing and Optics (CMO) experiment during 1996-97. One component of
the field experiment consisted of the deployment of a bottom tripod equipped with current
meters in order to study the turbulence dynamics of the coastal bottom boundary layer.
The techniques are applied to vertically separated pairs roughly satisfying the empirical
constraints discussed in Section 3.2.2. Three sets of turbulent shear stress and vertical heat
flux estimates were made: raw covariance, covariance with differencing, and covariance with
differencing and adaptive filtering.
For the purposes of this paper, we limit our attention to a six-week long deployment of
the bottom tripod which began August 17, 1996. The tripod was deployed at a depth of
approximately 70 m on the New England Shelf. The 'SuperBASS' tripod deployed during
the CMO experiment [Fredericks et al., 1999] was outfitted with a vertical array of BASS
current meters [Williams et al., 1987]. The BASS sensor measures the three-dimensional
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velocity vector by determining the differential travel-time of acoustic pulses traveling in
opposite direction along four 15-cm acoustic axes. The BASS electronics were recently
modified to measure the absolute travel-time of acoustic pulses [Trivett, 1991, Shaw et al.,
1996], allowing the measurement of sound speed in addition to fluid velocity. The vertical
BASS array consisted of seven sensors at heights of 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 2.2, 3.3, 5.4, and 7.0 m
above the bed. The sensors were sampled at 1.2 Hz in 27 minute bursts for a total of
2060 samples per burst. The bursts were taken in two-hour cycles consisting of 3 half-hour
periods during which the instruments were sampled followed by one half-hour period during
which the instruments were idle.
Velocity and sound speed measurements from the BASS array were used to produce
estimates of turbulent shear stress and vertical heat flux at the lower six measurement levels.
For the purposes of this paper, sound speed fluctuations were converted to temperature
fluctuations by assuming the existence of a linear relationship with a constant estimated
as OT/OC = 0.5 degC/m/s from the equation of state [MacKenzie, 1981] at a reference
salinity of 32 psu, which is the average salinity during the first tripod deployment. All
flux estimates were derived from individual 27 min bursts of 1.2 Hz data. Approximately
satisfying the empirical constraint r > 5z, the sensors were paired as follows for the purposes
of differencing: 0.38 m and 2.20 m, 0.74 m and 3.30 m, and 1.10 m and 5.40 m.
In order to test the techniques described in Section 3.2, we computed three sets of u'w'
estimates in an order of increasing sophistication to remove wave contamination: a 'raw'
estimate, cov(U, W), two 'differenced' estimates, cov(AU, W) and cov(U, AW), and two
'filtered' estimates, cov(AU, W) and cov(U, AW). An analogous set of T'w' covariances
were also computed. Flux estimates were obtained by integrating the cospectrum of u(t)
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and w(t), denoted Cos,, and the cospectrum of T(t) and w(t), denoted CoTw. All spectral
and cospectral calculations were carried out in a coordinate system aligned with the burst-
averaged flow and resulting shear stress estimates were then rotated into a coordinate system
oriented in the along- and cross-shelf directions.
We obtained estimated wave-induced velocity records with an expanded form of the
transversal filter model (3.16) in which all three components of velocity measured at the
second sensor were used as inputs, resulting in a N x 3M data matrix A. We chose to
include all three velocity components in A because doing so increases the rank of A by
approximately a factor of three whilie have an insignificant effect on the number of degrees
of freedom of the regression so long as M > N. Filtered temperature records were obtained
by applying the original model (3.16) directly, with T replacing U. The filter weights were
calculated with (3.17) and applied to the measured data according to (3.18). The length
of the filter was N = 11, corresponding to a window length of 9.2 s, which is about half
of the typical wave period at the CMO site, and resulted in a total of 33 filter weights
for each estimated component of wave-induced velocity fluctuations and 11 filter weights
for estimated wave-induced temperature fluctuations. New filters were calculated for each
burst, so that the filtering technique was block adaptive to slowly changing wave conditions.
As a result, there were M - 3N = 2027 degrees of freedom in the velocity regression and
M - N = 2049 degrees of freedom in the temperature regression.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Conditions at the CMO Site
Before proceeding to a test of the proposed techniques for removing wave bias, it is worth-
while to briefly describe the conditions at the CMO field site during the first deployment.
Here, we describe the temporal variability of burst statistics and we present spectra repre-
sentative of conditions of energetic surface waves and conditions of energetic internal waves.
Time series of near-bottom mean currents at the CMO site (Figure 3.3a) are usually
dominated by a rotary semi-diurnal tide with an amplitude of approximately 0.1 m/s. Sub-
tidal events consist of predominantly westward flows with velocities up to 0.2 m/s. Time
series of mean sound speed measured by the top and bottom BASS sensors (Figure 3.3b)
indicate that the bottom boundary layer at the CMO site is usually well-mixed in sound
speed. Occasionally, however, near-bottom stratification is strong, resulting in sound speed
differences between 0.38 and 5.50 m above the bed of up to 10 m/s, which roughly corre-
sponds to 5 degC. Time series of the standard deviation of horizontal velocity, \/J+ 7l
(Figure 3.3c), contain contributions from surface waves, from internal waves, and, to a much
lesser extent, from turbulence. Surface waves generated by the close passage of Hurricane
Edouard, a Nor'easter, and Hurricane Hortense are visible as peaks in ogl + cr centered
on days 246, 251, and 258, respectively. The intermittent peaks of short duration are as-
sociated with internal waves with periods of the order of 5-15 minutes, as determined from
the inspection of individual burst time series (an example of which is presented below).
Representative spectra of longitudinal and vertical velocity fluctuations, Suu and S"",
during conditions of strong surface waves (Figure 3.4a) contain an energetic surface wave
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Figure 3.3: Time series of burst-averaged along-shelf current (a), burst-averaged sound
speed (b), and burst standard deviations of horizontal velocity, + (c) measured by
the BASS array during the first deployment of the CMO experiment. Statistics are from
27 minute bursts. The coordinate system is oriented so that eastward flow is positive.
peak centered at 0.07 Hz, corresponding to a period of 15 s, a wavelength greater than 300
m, and a phase speed of 20 m/s. The spectral levels of the S,. wave peak are more than two
orders of magnitude larger than the underlying stress-carrying eddies. The corresponding
spectrum of temperature fluctuations, STT (Figure 3.4b), contains a small peak at the
dominant surface wave frequency, consistent with the notion that the ratio T2/T' 2 is small
compared to the ratio i 2/U'2 that is embodied in the estimate (3.3).
Representative spectra of longitudinal and vertical velocity fluctuations during condi-
tions of strong internal waves (Figure 3.5a) contain a low-frequency 'hump' in Suu below
0.002 Hz. Above 0.002 Hz, the spectral levels of the horizontal velocity fluctuations fall off
rapidly, giving the spectrum a concave upward shape. For this case, STT contains energetic
low-frequency variability (Figure 3.5b), but in contrast to Su the temperature spectral
levels do not fall off rapidly above 0.002 Hz.
3.4.2 Shear Stress
We begin by presenting an example of the estimated wave transfer functions between an
elevation of 5.4 m and 1.1 m above the bed, positions (2) and (1), respectively, during ener-
getic surface wave conditions (Figure 3.6) that demonstrates that the filters are physically
meaningful. For clarity, we use a notation hij, where i denotes the component of velocity
that is the output of the filter and j denotes the component of velocity that is the input to
the filter. The estimation of Uj is dominated by hus (Figure 3.6a), which has a maximum
at zero lag, as expected for vertically separated instruments, and decreases with increasing
lag with a zero-crossing near the fourth lag, or about 3.3 s, which is roughly consistent
with a dominant surface wave period of 15 s. The weights of h,, and h,, are near-zero,
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Figure 3.5: Average burst spectra of longitudinal and vertical velocity fluctuations (a) and
temperature fluctuations (b) from BASS measurements at 0.70 m above the bed when
energetic internal waves were present. The spectral densities plotted are average values
from 49 bursts when the rms horizontal velocity minus the rms surface wave velocity was
greater than 0.025 m/s.
indicating that V(2) and W(2) are not important inputs in the estimation of U(1), although
it is reassuring that they have been assigned near-zero values. In contrast, the estimation
of W(1) is not completely dominated by h,, (Figure 3.6b), and the weights of h,, and h.,
are significant with skew-symmetric peaks near the third lag, indicating that U(2) and V(2)
are coherent with W(1) but are approximately in quadrature, as expected.
It is instructive to consider the cospectra that are integrated to yield the three sets of
shear stress estimates described in Section 3.3, because wave-induced contributions can be
recognized as deviations from the form expected in typical boundary layer flows. For refer-
ence, we present empirical forms for Co., and the running integral of Co"', ffCo,.(f')df',
which is known as an ogive curve (Figure 3.7a), that were determined from measurements in
the wall region of the atmospheric boundary layer [Kaimal et al., 1972] and have been shown
to be consistent with cospectra obtained in the wall region of shallow water, tidal bottom
boundary layers [Soulsby, 1977]. The energetic eddies responsible for transmitting stress lie
approximately in the range of apparent non-dimensional wavenumber 0.1 < 2fz/V < 10
with a peak near 27rfz/V = 1, in which V is the burst-averaged along-stream velocity and
2irf/V is the apparent wavenumber of the turbulent eddies advected past a point sensor
by V. When energetic waves are present, this form of Taylor's hypothesis is inadequate
because advection of eddies by the wave motions is important [Lumley and Terray, 1983]
and the actual wavenumber distribution is different than that given by 2xrf/V. Because
cospectral estimates are noisy, we choose to present the results in the form of ogive curves,
which are essentially low-pass filtered cospectra, in which the features of interest are clearly
observable.
As an example of the effect of moderately energetic surface waves on Co,, we present a
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Figure 3.6: Example of wave transfer functions between an elevation of 5.4 and 1.1 m above
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spectrum of horizontal velocity and cospectral ogive curves at 0.70 m above the bed, position
(1), for a burst in which the surface wave rms velocity equals 0.07 m/s (Figure 3.8). The
surface wave spectral peak (Figure 3.8a) is nearly collocated with the expected maximum
in turbulence cospectral density (Figure 3.7a). The 'raw' covariance estimate has a large
contribution at the frequency of the surface waves (Figure 3.8b) which is anomalous for
boundary layer turbulence (Figure 3.7a) and is attributable to wave contamination. Of the
two 'differenced' estimates, cov(AU, W(1)) contains little or no surface wave contamination,
while cov(U(1), AW) contains a surface wave contribution of magnitude roughly equal to the
'raw' estimate (Figure 3.8c), which is consistent with expectations of Section 3.2.2. Neither
of the 'filtered' estimates, cov(AZU, W(1)) or cov(U(1), AW), contains a net contribution to
the shear stress from surface waves (Figure 3.8d). There is some contamination of CoUgy;
however, the filtering has compensated in a manner that yields no net contribution to
cov(A U, W(1)).
As a further test of the techniques in removing surface wave contamination, we present
an example of the effect of highly energetic surface waves on Co", in which the surface
wave rms velocity equals 0.12 m/s at 0.70 m above the bottom (Figure 3.9). As in the ex-
ample for moderate surface wave energy, the estimates cov(U(1), W(1)) and cov(U(1), AW)
fail to remove wave contamination (Figure 3.9b and c) and the estimates cov(AU, W(1)) and
cov(U(1), AW) succeed at removing surface wave contamination (Figure 3.9d). In contrast,
the 'differenced' estimate cov(AU, W(1)) also fails to remove surface wave contamination
(Figure 3.9c) indicating that the filtering technique is neccessary to remove wave contami-
nation when highly energetic surface waves are present.
An example burst time series of longitudinal and vertical velocity, at 1.10 m above the
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wave rms velocity = 0.07 m/s) from BASS measurements at 0.70 m above the bed taken
on day 246 as the energy of the surface waves forced by Hurricane Edouard diminished.
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Figure 3.9: Estimates of u'w' under highly energetic wave conditions (surface wave rms
velocity = 0.12 m/s) from BASS measurements at 0.70 m above the bed taken on day
246 as surface wave energy forced by Hurricane Edouard peaked. The spectrum of the
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(a). In panels (b-d) ogive curves for three sets of stress estimates are presented: 'raw' (b),
'differenced' (c) and 'filtered' (d).
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bottom, captures the passage of an energetic internal wave, with near-bottom velocities
greater than 0.1 m/s and a duration of approximately 5 min (Figure 3.10a). The velocity
record of the passage of the internal wave is accompanied by a similar event in temperature
(see below). The internal wave made a large low-frequency contribution to the 'raw' cospec-
trum below 27rf z/V = 0.02 and although the 'filtered' estimate is arguably better than the
'raw' estimate, in contrast to the case of surface waves, the proposed techniques are not
successful at removing the observed wave bias (Figure 3.10b), which is not too surprising
because of the long duration of the internal wave compared to period of surface waves and
the length of the burst and because of the intermittent nature of the internal wave. There
is also a small surface wave bias visible in the ogive curve of CoAw, suggesting that the
use of constant filter weights during a burst with non-stationary internal wave properties
degrades the ability of the filtering technique to remove surface wave bias. In practice, the
range of the internal wave contamination is nearly out of the expected non-dimensional
wavenumber range of the energy-containing eddies (Figure 3.7a) and the unwanted internal
wave bias can be removed by windowing Com.
A comparison of u'w' estimates from the entire six-week long first deployment using
cov(AU, W) as a standard demonstrates that the 'raw' shear stress estimates cov(U, W)
are contaminated with surface wave-induced covariance during the energetic surface wave
events (Figure 3.11a). As anticipated in Section 3.2.2, the 'differenced' shear stress esti-
mate cov(AU, W) is mostly free of surface wave contamination during the high-energy wave
events, while cov(U, AW) is arguably worse than cov(U, W) (Figure 3.11b and c). The two
'filtered' estimates agree very well (Figure 3.11d). These results indicate that the three
estimates cov(AU, W), cov(AU, W), and cov(U, AW) are successful at removing surface
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Figure 3.10: Estimates of ul'l under energetic internal wave conditions from a single burst
of BASS measurements at 1.10 m above the bed taken on day 253 during a period of strong
stratification. Burst time series of longitudinal and vertical velocity are given in panel (a).
In panel (b), ogive curves for cov(U(1), W(1)) and cov(AU, W(1)) are presented.
wave bias when it exists and, as shown by comparison with the 'raw' estimate, the success-
ful techniques do not degrade the shear stress estimates when energetic surface waves are
absent.
3.4.3 Heat Flux
As in the case of shear stress, we consider the cospectra that are integrated to yield the three
sets of T'w' estimates described in section (3.3), because wave-induced contributions to heat
flux are also observable as deviations from the expected form of CoTw in typical boundary
layer flows. Empirical forms for Cor,, and the running integral of CoTr, ffCouw (f')df',
(Figure 3.7b) from Kaimal et al. [1972) are similar to those for shear stress, except that the
range of heat-flux carrying eddies is shifted to higher 27rf z/V in comparison to the range
of stress-carrying eddies (Figure 3.7a).
For the most part, the bottom boundary layer is well-mixed during periods of strong
surface wave activity. However, near-bottom stratification existed during Hurricane Hort-
ense (Figure 3.3b), which resulted in temperature fluctuations produced by surface waves.
As an example of the effect of these wave-induced temperature fluctuations on Corw, we
present a temperature spectrum and cospectral ogive curves at 3.3 m above the bed, po-
sition (1) in this case, for a burst in which the rms wave-induced temperature was 0.01
degC (Figure 3.12). In this particular example, the surface wave peak in the temperature
spectrum (Figure 3.12a) is located at the upper end of the expected range of the heat flux
carrying eddies (Figure 3.7b). The 'raw' estimate contains an anomalous contribution at
the dominant surface wave frequency (Figure 3.12b). The anomaly is visible in both of the
'differenced' estimates (Figure 3.12c). And only in the 'filtered' estimate cov(T(1), AW) is
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the observed bias removed (Figure 3.12c). The heat flux carrying eddies in this example
are located in a higher range of 21rfz/V than expected, which is probably caused by stable
stratification limiting the size of eddies (compare with Figure 3.7b). The pronounced effects
of surface waves on estimates of heat flux contradict the theoretical scale analysis presented
in Section 3.2.1.
The burst containing an internal wave presented in Figure 3.10 is here considered in
terms of the effect of the internal wave on estimates of heat flux. The time series of
sound speed from 1.1 m above the bed is nearly constant until disturbed by the passage
of the internal wave 16 min into the burst (Figure 3.13a). The internal wave made large
contributions to 'raw' estimate and the contamination is not eliminated in the 'filtered'
estimate (Figure 3.13b) as in the case of shear stress. In fact, both estimates result in a
positive heat flux, which is counter-gradient for the stably stratified bottom boundary layer.
Note that the sound speed record (Figure 3.13a) is clearly inconsistent with the implicit
assumption of stationarity of the statistical properties of waves within individual bursts.
Unlike Co,,, CoTr, is contaminated well into the expected range of heat flux-carrying
eddies, above 27rfz/V = 1 (Figure 3.7b), so that the CorT,, cannot be simply windowed to
remove internal wave bias without a loss of turbulent flux.
3.5 Discussion
The results of Section 5.4 confirm several of the theoretical predictions of Section 3.2. The
success of the shear stress estimate -pcov(AU, W) at removing surface wave bias, together
with the failure of the estimate -pcov(U, AW), demonstrates the importance of taking
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advantage of the near-bottom properties of small-amplitude, irrotational surface waves, for
which 62 is approximately independent of z and ?D increases linearly with z for kz < 1. The
estimate -pcov(AU, W) is predicted to be more effective at reducing wave bias by a factor
of k2z 2, which is approximately 10' for near-bottom measurements at the CMO site with
typical 15 s swell. It is curious, then, why the estimate -pcov(AU, W) fails at the height of
energetic surface wave conditions forced by hurricane Edouard (Figure 3.9c). The failure is
likely due to either surface waves with higher than usual frequency surface waves reaching
the bottom with non-negligible velocities (Figure 3.9a) that encroach on the assumption that
kz << 1 or local flow disturbances that are produced by the presence of the waves. As noted
in Section 5.4, the contamination of Corn, by surface waves (Figure 3.12b) is larger than
expected from the estimate (3.4), suggesting that the wall-layer estimate for heat flux used
in Section 3.2.1 is not appropriate. The failure of the estimate pcycov(AT, W) is probably
caused by a lack of temperature correlation due to a non-uniform vertical temperature
gradient. Because the bottom at the site is smooth and fairly flat and the surface waves
are weakly non-linear, we expect that the surface wave contamination was due largely to
errors in the levelling of the instruments. The case of internal waves is more complicated
and will be discussed later.
In general, the results indicate that wave bias can be reduced by accounting for spatial
differences in wave-induced velocity fluctuations with empirically derived transfer functions.
In particular, the success of the estimate -pcov(U, AW) (figure 3.11d) demonstrates that
the filtering technique is capable of accounting for the vertical variation of ti that causes
the estimate -pcov(U, AW) to fail (Figure 3.11c). The capability of the filtering technique
is further demonstrated by the success of -pcov(AU, W) and -pcov(U, AW) when near-
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bottom surface wave motions were largest (Figure 3.9d) and the estimate -pcov(AU, W)
failed (figure 3.9c).
In practice, the adaptive filtering technique is insensitive to the exact values chosen
for the number of points in the least-squares problem, M, or the number of filter weights,
N, so long as M > N. A useful rule of thumb is to use a filter length such that Ndt
equal to a significant fraction of the wave period and to use a number of data points such
that Mdt is much greater than the time scale of the largest eddies. The filtering technique
requires that the turbulence is spatially incoherent at separations r, a stronger statement
than requiring it to be uncorrelated; however, if turbulence is uncorrelated, it is almost
certainly incoherent because eddies quickly lose their identity in turbulent flow. We have
found that including the full velocity vector in the prediction of each component of wave-
induced velocity yields better stress estimates during demanding wave conditions than if
only one velocity component is used for prediction. We have attempted to use a fully
recursive filtering technique [e.g., Haykin, 1996] in which the filter weights are continuously
updated throughout each burst during periods of internal wave activity, but we found that
turbulent covariance was lost because, on short enough time scales, large eddies can be
spatially coherent.
None of the proposed techniques were completely successful at removing internal wave
bias from estimates of shear stress or heat flux although the internal wave bias for stress
estimates can usually be easily removed by high-pass filtering. The 'differenced' stress
estimates most likely failed because the near-bottom variation of internal wave-induced
velocity was not small, as in the case for the horizontal motions induced by surface waves.
The near-bottom structure of internal wave induced- motion is complicated by the fact
that the height of the internal wave boundary layer is not small relative to the measuring
heights, that the slow phase speed of internal waves increases potential for non-linear effects,
that rotational effects may be important, and that the periods of the internal waves are of
comparable length to the period of measurement. Non-linear effects are especially likely for
internal wave-induced temperature fluctuations because the vertical displacements caused
by the passage of large internal waves are large enough to advect the density interfaces that
tend to develop at the top of the mixed layer (see Figure 3.13a) a considerable distance,
making the term idT/dz large and invalidating the estimate (3.3). This non-linear effect is
demonstrated in the extreme example of the time series in Figure 3.13a and in the spectrum
and cospectrum presented in Figures 3.5b and 3.13b where the effect of internal waves on
temperature is apparently transferred to higher frequencies. The 'filtered' estimates fail
because non-linearity invalidates the assumptions of the linear filtration techniques and
because the intermittency of the internal waves within bursts violates the assumption of
stationarity of wave properties. In light of the complicated nature of the observed internal
waves it is not clear how much of the internal wave contribution to measured covariances
is 'real' or 'apparent'. This is a question we hope to pursue in future work.
From the viewpoint of experimental design, the proposed techniques are valuable because
they can be used to obtain surface wave-free flux estimates with a vertical array of sensors,
which allows the vertical structure of bottom boundary layer turbulence to be studied. In
particular, the technique of differencing a single component of velocity results in a flux
estimate at the height of a single sensor as opposed an estimate that is spatially averaged.
Without single differencing, it would be difficult to obtain flux estimates at a wide range
of heights while satisfying the condition r > 5z. We expect that the 'differenced' estimate
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-pcov(AU, W) is adequate for the removal of surface waves from stress estimates under
all but the most demanding conditions on the outer shelf. For more energetic conditions,
the 'filtered' estimate -pcov(AU, W) can be used. To obtain surface wave-free heat flux
estimates, we expect that the estimate pcpcov(T, AW) is neccessary because wave-induced
temperature fluctuations are not coherent if dT/dz is strongly inhomogeneous. In practice,
it is best to remove internal wave energy by high-pass filtering before the filter weights are
calculated, because the presence of non-stationary internal waves can degrade the estimation
of surface wave-induced motions.
3.6 Summary and Conclusions
This paper has presented a theoretical analysis and an oceanic test of techniques to estimate
near-bottom turbulence-induced fluxes in the presence of energetic waves motions with
current meter arrays. A new adaptive filtering technique has been introduced to minimize
the contributions of wave motions to measured covariances. The technique requires two
sensors separated in space and requires that the coherency scale of wave motions be much
larger than the coherency scale of turbulent motions. The techniques were applied to a six-
week long set of coastal bottom boundary layer observations that include three energetic
surface wave events and a number of energetic internal wave events.
Results from the oceanic test indicate the following conclusions. The proposed technique
succeeds at removing surface wave contamination from shear stress and heat flux estimates
using pairs of sensors separated in the vertical dimension by a distance of approximately
five times the height of the lower sensor, even during the close passage of hurricanes, but
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fails at removing internal wave contamination from shear stress and heat flux estimates.
The presence of internal waves does not pose a significant problem for estimating turbulent
shear stress because contamination caused by internal waves is limited to frequencies lower
then the stress carrying eddies. In contrast, the presence of internal waves does pose a
problem for estimating turbulent heat flux because the contamination extends in the range
of the heat flux carrying eddies. The internal wave case is complicated by the facts that
the internal waves are highly intermittent, that the internal wave period is comparable to
the period of measurement, that the height of the internal wave boundary layer is of the
order of the height of measurement and, specifically for heat flux estimates, that nonlinear
effects are large.
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Chapter 4
The Budgets of Turbulent Kinetic
Energy and Scalar Variance in the
Continental Shelf Bottom
Boundary Layer
William J. Shaw, John H. Trowbridge and Albert J. Williams III
(This chapter represents a manucript that is to be submitted to The Journal of Geo-
physical Research.)
ABSTRACT
The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) equation and the turbulent scalar variance (TSV)
equation describe the energetics of turbulent velocity fluctuations and the variance of the
fluctuations of a scalar contaminant, respectively. Here, a simplified TKE budget, in which
production is balanced by dissipation and buoyancy flux, and a simplified TSV balance,
in which production equals dissipation, are tested. The calculations are based on six-
week-long records of velocity and sound speed measured between 0.7 and 5.4 m above
bottom on the New England shelf. Estimates of the required fluxes and gradients are
direct, while estimates of dissipation rates are indirectly obtained from inertial subrange
spectra. Estimates of dissipation rates require consideration of spatial filtering due to a
finite sensor volume, temporal aliasing, and a finite instrument noise floor. In the TKE
budget, production and dissipation are moderately correlated (r2 = 0.33 at 0.9 m above
the bottom and 0.38 at 3.8 m above the bottom) and roughly consistent in magnitude
(regression coefficient = 0.79 x +1.10 at 0.9 m above bottom and 0.90 x +1.19 at 3.8 m
above bottom). Buoyancy flux is not a significant component of the TKE budget at 0.9
m above the bottom except during a few events, while at 3.8 m above the bottom the
flux Richardson number maintains a roughly constant value of 0.2. In the TSV budget,
production and dissipation are well-correlated (r2 = 0.60 at 0.9 m above the bottom and
0.55 at 3.8 m above the bottom); however, dissipation is 2.49 x +1.33 times production
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at 0.9 m above the bottom while dissipation is 0.44 x +1.45 times dissipation at 3.8 m
above the bottom. The imbalance between production and dissipation in the TSV budget
is likely due to the divergence of the vertical flux of sound speed variance, a quantity that
is difficult to estimate, although the measurements indicate that this term has the correct
sign and roughly the magnitude required to close the budget. The absence of a critical flux
Richardson number at 0.9 m above the bottom and the imbalance of the TSV budget at
both heights imply inaccuracies in the use of the Osborn and Osborn-Cox models to infer
turbulent diffusivities from dissipation rate estimates.
4.1 Introduction
The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) equation and the turbulent scalar variance (TSV)
equation describe the energetics of turbulent velocity fluctuations and the variance of fluc-
tuations of a scalar contaminant, respectively. The TKE and TSV budgets are useful for
gaining insights about the the dynamics of the turbulent fluctuations; in particular, they are
important in the development of turbulence models. From an observational perspective, the
equations provide a framework for evaluating and interpreting turbulence measurements.
For a boundary layer flow whose statistical properties are steady and horizontally homo-
geneous and in which molecular transport in neglected, the TKE equation [e.g., Tennekes
and Lumley, 1972] reduces to
I,,Ou ,,v a 11 g
-uw -vw'- - _w'p + q2 w + -p'w' + 6. (4.1)Oz Oz Oz po PO
Here, z is the vertical coordinate, u = [u, v, 0] is the Reynolds-averaged velocity vector,
U' = [u', v', w'] is the turbulent velocity vector, po is a reference density, p' is the turbulent
density fluctuation, g is the gravitational acceleration, q = . (u'2 + V'2 + W'2) is the kinetic
energy of the turbulence per unit mass, E is the molecular dissipation of TKE and an overbar
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represents a Reynolds average. The term on the left side of (4.1) represents the production
of TKE by the working of mean flow against the Reynolds stresses. The first term on the
right side of (4.1) represents the divergence of a flux due to turbulent pressure-velocity
interactions and advection of turbulent kinetic energy by w', respectively. The second term
is the buoyancy flux and, for stable stratification, represents a loss of turbulent kinetic
energy to potential energy. The dissipation term, e, represents a loss of turbulent kinetic
energy to the internal energy of the fluid by molecular processes.
With the same assumptions, the TSV equation [e.g., Tennekes and Lumley, 19721 sim-
plifies to
-c 0(
-c'w'-= - -w'c' + N. (4.2)Oz Oz 2
Here, c is the Reynolds average of the scalar quantity of interest, c' is the corresponding
turbulent component and N is the molecular destruction of 1c' 2. The term on the left2
side of (4.2) represents the production of turbulent scalar variance from the mean scalar
field. The first term on the right side of (4.2) represents the divergence of a flux due to
the advection of turbulent scalar variance by w'. The dissipation term, N, represents the
destruction of turbulent scalar variance by irreversible molecular processes. The form taken
by N is dependent on the quantity considered. Within, we will be analyzing sound speed
fluctuations so that N is dependent on the derivatives of temperature and salinity in a
complicated way. In the oceanographic microstructure literature, the quantity X = 2N is
often used. Here, we will follow the convention used in the atmospheric boundary layer
literature and work with N.
Despite the fundamental importance of the TKE budget in describing the dynamics of
boundary layer turbulence, there have only been a handful of attempts to try to measure
the terms in the TKE budget in the coastal ocean bottom boundary layer. To date, with the
exception of a single study, only the simplest TKE balance, in which production is balanced
locally by dissipation, has been tested. Gross and Nowell [1985] estimated production and
dissipation in a tidal channel and found that the two were in agreement within the estimated
error of the measurements. Recently, Trowbridge et al. [in press] and Sanford and Lien [1999]
reported estimates of production and dissipation obtained in a tidal estuary and a tidal
channel, respectively. Both Trowbridge et al. and Sanford and Lien found that production
was balanced by dissipation near the bottom, but Sanford and Lien found that dissipation
exceeded production at mid-depth in the tidal channel. Although these studies represent
significant achievements, only the simplest TKE balance was tested and, significantly, the
buoyancy flux term was not measured. In a unique study of an estuarine bottom boundary
layer, Kawanisi and Yokosi [1994] estimated production, dissipation and, by measuring the
salt flux with collocated current meters and conductivity probes, buoyancy flux. Kawanisi
and Yokosi report large imbalances in the TKE budget that were attributed to vertical
turbulent diffusion. All of the above studies were limited to environments with strong tidal
flows and, except for the study of Sanford and Lien, to measurements within a few meters
of the bottom. In the oceanic bottom boundary layer, the range of heights above bottom in
which production is in balance which dissipation and the related question of the significance
of the buoyancy flux term are unresolved to date. In particular, the existence of a critical
flux Richardson number [e.g., Ellison, 1957], which is fundamental, for example, to the
Osborn model [Osborn, 1980] for estimating momentum fluxes from measurements of the
dissipation rate of TKE, has not been evaluated.
A fair amount of attention has been focused on obtaining direct measurements of scalar
fluxes in the oceans, including measurements of heat flux in the oceanic thermocline [Moum,
1990, Yamazaki and Osborn, 1990, Fleury and Lueck, 1994], in a tidal channel [Gargett and
Moum, 1995] and, with a unique set of measurements, in the boundary layer below drifting
pack ice [McPhee, 1992]. To date there have been no definitive tests of the assumption that
production and dissipation of scalar quantities are in local balance, although the assumed
balance of production and dissipation is fundamental, for example, in the Osborn-Cox model
[Osborn and Cox, 1972] for estimating the turbulent diffusivity of scalar quantities. There
have been no reported comparisons of any of the terms in scalar variance budgets in the
oceanic bottom boundary layer.
In contrast to the oceanic bottom boundary layer, the terms in both the TKE and TSV
budgets have been carefully measured in the atmospheric boundary layer [e.g. Wyngaard
and Cote, 1971] and the resulting insight has proved valuable in formulating turbulence
models. In the wall-layer (surface layer) of the atmospheric boundary layer for stable
conditions, it is generally agreed that the TKE budget is balanced locally by production,
buoyancy flux, and dissipation and that the TSV budget is balanced locally by production
and dissipation, which, for example, has led to simplifications in second-order turbulence
closure models [Wyngaard, 1992].
It is clear that our knowledge of bottom boundary layer turbulence dynamics is limited
in part by the paucity of measurements of the quantities in the TKE and TSV budgets.
The purpose of the present paper is to test local forms of (4.1) and (4.2), in which the flux
divergence terms are neglected, with measurements obtained in the bottom boundary layer
of the New England shelf. The data set is unique in that records of a scalar quantity, sound
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speed, were obtained in addition to fluid velocity, an approach that is common in atmo-
spheric boundary layer studies [Larsen et al., 1993, Kaimal and Gaynor, 1991] but which has
been attempted only once in the ocean [Trivett, 1991]. In addition, the measurements were
obtained with a vertical array of sensors up to a height of seven meters above the bottom,
a span that encompasses a significant fraction of the boundary layer. Production terms
are estimated with direct measurements of the turbulent fluxes and mean gradients. Buoy-
ancy flux is measured semi-directly using an empirical sound speed density relationship.
Dissipation terms are estimated indirectly using Kolmogorov's inertial subrange theory.
The remainder of the paper is organized into the following sections: a description of the
methods used to estimate the terms in the TKE and TSV budgets (Section 5.3), a presen-
tation and discussion of the results (Sections 5.4 and 5.5), and a summary and conclusions
(Section 5.6).
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Measurements
The measurements described here were collected as part of the Coastal Mixing and Optics
(CMO) experiment during 1996-97. One component of the field experiment consisted of
the deployment of a bottom tripod equipped with current meters in order to study the
turbulence dynamics of the coastal bottom boundary layer.
The bottom tripod component of the experiment consisted of five deployments spanning
August 1996 to August 1997. For the purposes of this paper, we shall limit our attention
to the first, six-week long deployment, which began August 17, 1996. The CMO field site
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is located approximately 100 km south of Martha's Vineyard, MA on a broad section of
the New England shelf known as the 'Mud Patch'. The tripod was deployed close the
the central mooring of the CMO field site (Figure 4.1) at a depth of approximately 70 m.
The 'Mud Patch', as its name suggests, is a relatively low energy environment, with tidal
amplitudes small in comparison to those on Georges Bank [Twichell et al., 1981], which is
upstream of the area. The featureless bed at the site is composed of fine-grained sediment
[Twichell et al., 1981], implying that effect of the bottom on the boundary layer dynamics
is straightforward and can be represented with a small, constant roughness length.
The bottom tripod deployed during the CMO experiment [Fredericks et al., 1999]
was outfitted with a vertical array of Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensor (BASS) instruments
[Williams et al., 1987], a horizontal array of acoustic Doppler velocimeters (ADV)'s, and
a pair of conductivity and temperature cells at the elevation of the top and bottom BASS
sensors (Figure 4.2). The vertical BASS array, on which the analysis of the present paper
is focused, consisted of seven sensors at heights of 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 2.2, 3.3, 5.4, and 7.0 m
above the bed. The BASS sensors were sampled at 1.2 Hz in 27 minute bursts for a total of
2060 samples per burst. The bursts were taken in two-hour cycles consisting of 3 half-hour
periods during which the instruments were sampled followed by one half-hour period during
which the instruments were idle.
The BASS sensor determines the three-dimensional velocity vector by measuring the
differential travel-time of acoustic pulses traveling in opposite direction along four 15-cm
acoustic axes, that will be denoted as paths A, B, C and D (Figure 4.3). Paths A and C and
paths B and D define two perpendicular planes, the intersection of which lies in the vertical
direction. Within each plane, the two paths are perpendicular to each other and oriented
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Figure 4.1: Map of the CMO experiment site. Water depth is contoured in meters. The
site is approximately 100 km south of Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts on a portion of
the New England Shelf known as the 'Mud Patch'. Along with the bottom tripod, an array
of four moorings were deployed. The tripod was within 200 m of the central mooring (C),
in 70 m of water. I, 0, and A represent the locations of in-shore, off-shore, and along-shore
moorings, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Scale drawing of the bottom tripod deployed as a part of the CMO experiment.
The tripod was 8 m tall, containing a vertical array of BASS current meters, a horizontal
array of acoustic Doppler velocimeters, and a pair of temperature and conductivity sensors.
The heights of the BASS sensors above the bottom are marked.
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Figure 4.3: A scale drawing of a single BASS sensor. Transducers on the upper ring (A, B,
C, and D) form acoustic axes with transducers mounted opposite to them on the lower ring
(A', B', C' and D'). Individual BASS sensors are stacked into a tower to form a vertical
array
45 degrees from the vertical direction. The BASS electronics have been recently modified
to determine the speed of sound by averaging the absolute travel time of acoustic pulses
traveling in opposite directions along an acoustic path [Trivett, 1991, Shaw et al., 1996].
During the CMO deployments, absolute travel-time was measured along path C, yielding a
single estimate of sound speed.
Another component of the field study was the deployment of an array of moorings that
measured velocity, temperature, and conductivity throughout the water column [Galbraith
et al., 1997]. The temperature and conductivity recorded by the bottom-most sensors of the
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central mooring (Figure 4.1), which was located approximately two hundred meters from
the SuperBASS tripod [Fredericks et al., 1999], were used to supplement the temperature
and conductivity measurements obtained on the tripod.
4.2.2 Flow Disturbances and Instrument Problems
In the course of the analysis, we encountered some anomalous measurements that we at-
tributed to instrumentation problems and flow disturbances caused by the structural el-
ements of the tripod. The most troublesome flow disturbance was caused by turbulent
wakes, formed in the lee of the tripod legs, that passed through the volumes of the BASS
sensors for certain directions of the mean flow. We identified the presence of leg wakes in
the sensor volumes by using a statistic based on the variance of the accelerations of the hor-
izontal components of velocity within bursts, (u? + ot), where a subscript t denotes a time
derivative. If (u? + ot) at each height is normalized by the minimum value of the statistic
measured for the burst in the array and plotted as function of flow direction (Figure 4.4),
the bursts contaminated by wakes are clearly visible as peaks in the flow directions in which
the tripod legs are upstream. The problem was most significant at the upper sensor, where
the distance between the sensors and the legs was smallest, and was less severe for the
lower sensors. The upper-most sensor, at 7 m above the bed, was so badly contaminated
by wakes that we discarded all measurements from it. For the other sensors, we defined a
threshold value for the normalized acceleration, a numerical value of 4, and burst records
that exceeded the threshold were discarded.
In addition to tripod leg flow disturbance, we judged that the Reynolds-averaged velcity
measurements from two BASS sensors were faulty due to drifts in zero offset. Offset drift
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Figure 4.4: Scatter plot of the ratio of the variance of horizontal accelerations to the mini-
mum variance of horizontal acceleration, taken to be a reference, as a function of the angle
of the mean flow at the upper three BASS sensors: 7.0 (a), 5.4 (b) and 3.3 (c) m above
bottom. The solid vertical lines indicate the orientation of the tripod legs.
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in the lowest sensor, 0.4 m above the bottom, was observed in a comparison of redundant
estimates of vertical velocity. The sensor at 3.3 m above the bottom was judged to have
drifted based on a comparison of shear estimates at neighboring heights.
Based on these considerations, we discarded all measurements from the top BASS sensor
at Reynolds-averaged velocity measurements at heights of 0.4 and 3.3 m above bottom. We
were left with six sensors that recorded turbulent fluctuations reliably at heights of 0.4, 0.7,
1.1, 2.2, 3.3, and 5.4 m and four sensors that recorded burst-averaged velocity and sound
speed reliably at heights of 0.7, 1.1, 2.2 and 5.0 m.
4.2.3 Dissipation Rate Estimates
We obtained dissipation rate estimates by fitting theoretical models to measured inertial
subrange spectra. The models include the effects of spatial filtering by finite sensor volume,
temporal aliasing, and a noise floor. We used the well-known description of spatial averaging
by a line-averaging sensor [e.g., Kaimal et al., 1968] to describe the response of the BASS
acoustic paths. The level of the noise floor and the dissipation rate are estimated as part
of a two parameter model fitting procedure. We tested a method to correct for the effect of
advection of turbulent eddies by surface waves on estimates of E and N [Lumley and Terray,
1983], but the near-bottom surface wave orbital velocities at the site were generally much
smaller than the steady current speeds and we found the corrections to be insignificant.
Spectral processing was performed on each half-hour burst. Burst time series were
broken into segments of length N = 248 points, overlapping by N/2. The segments were
windowed with a Hanning window and averaged periodograms, SAA, SBB, SCC, SDD and
Sc, were computed with approximately 25 degrees of freedom. The measured quantities
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were computed as two-sided power spectra, defined, for example, as
SSAA() dw =', (4.3)
where w is angular frequency and UA is the component of velocity in the direction of acoustic
path A.
We determined the extent of frequencies to which we applied an inertial subrange model
by requiring that w > 4wo and w > 27rU/z, where z is the elevation above the bed of
the sensor, U is the magnitude of the mean current and wo the dominant surface wave
frequency, estimated as the ratio of the first to zeroth moments of the spectra below the
observed wave peak. The first condition is required so that the estimates are not affected
by surface wave variance and the second condition is the low-frequency limit of the inertial
subrange observed in the atmospheric boundary layer [e.g., Kaimal et al., 1972]. On the
high-frequency side, we were limited by the Nyquist frequency, wN, or by requiring that
wL/U < 5, where L is the length of the acoustic path, so that the spatial filtering correction
was not greater than approximately an order of magnitude.
The frequency range meeting the above restrictions was assumed to correspond to the
inertial subrange, and models of the four velocity spectra (along each path) and the single
sound speed spectrum were computed at each BASS sensor for each burst. Batchelor
[1951] has presented expressions for the one-dimensional wavenumber spectra of isotropic
turbulence in the longitudinal and transverse directions. Using the general form for the
spectrum tensor of an isotropic velocity field [Batchelor, 1951] and the form of the energy
spectrum in the inertial subrange [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972], it can be shown that the
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wavenumber spectrum of the component of inertial subrange velocity fluctuations oriented
at an arbitrary angle to the direction of the mean flow is
S77(ki) = 9 4 ( cos2 ) aE2/3ki 5/3  (4.4)
where So (ki) is the spectrum as a function of longitudinal wavenumber, k1 , of the 77-
component of velocity fluctuations which are oriented at an angle 0 from the direction of
the mean flow, a is the empirical Kolmogorov constant for velocity, and the convention of
no summation over Greek indices in employed. The corresponding model of the spectra of
scalar contaminants [e.g., Tennekes and Lumley, 1972] is
Sc(ki) = 33NC1/3ki 5/3 (4.5)5
where Sc(ki) is the longitudinal wavenumber spectrum of a scalar contaminant and # is the
empirical Kolmogorov constant for scalars.
Measured frequency spectra were related to wavenumber spectra via the frozen turbu-
lence hypothesis, ki = w/U. In addition, the measured frequency spectra are subject to the
effects of a non-ideal sensor mentioned above. Accounting for these effects, the system of
equations to be solved for E and the velocity spectral noise floor are
5/TnwL _u-53T (2WN -w) LS77 (w) = Al [W-5/3T7 (T,0) + (2wN -w) 5 3 T ( U ,)] + B7. (4.6)
Here, A, = --4cs2 0) aC2/3U2/3, B, is the noise floor of the S,, spectrum and T, is the
vector quantity line-averaging transfer function [Kaimal et al., 1968], which is dependent
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on the non-dimensional quantity wL/U and 6. The second term in the square brackets
represents a single reflection about wN of the inertial subrange spectra and it is included as
an approximation of temporal aliasing. The corresponding system of equations to be solved
for N and the sound speed spectral noise floor are
S (w) = Ac [w-5/3Te ( ,) + (2wN --w 5 3 Tc ((2WN w)L) ,] + B, (4.7)
where Ac = j#NE- 1/3U2/3 , Be is the noise floor of the Se spectrum and Tc is the scalar quan-
tity line-averaging transfer function [Silverman, 1968], which is also dependent on wL/V
and 0. Given the geometry of the BASS sensor with horizontal near-bottom burst-averaged
velocities, 0 varies between } and .
4 2
The unknown constants are determined from the least-squares solutions of the above
equations, from which the dissipation rates are determined. For the estimation of N, we
took the required value of E as the average of the inertial subrange dissipation estimates
from the four acoustic paths. In a review of atmospheric measurements in which dissipation
estimates were directly measured or inferred from variance budgets, Hogstrom [1996] reports
that the best estimates of the Kolmogorov constants are, in our notation, a = 0.51 and
= 0.8, corresponding to a = 1.56 and 8 = 0.67 which are the values used here.
In order to illustrate the inertial subrange dissipation estimates, we present example
velocity spectra from acoustic paths A and C and an example sound speed spectrum from a
single burst at 1.1 m above the bottom during a period of strong mixing of momentum and
sound speed (Figure 4.5a). SAA and Scc contain an energetic surface wave peak centered
about a frequency of 0.07 Hz, corresponding to 15 sec waves. Within the inertial subrange,
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SAA and Scc are predicted to be equal because they are oriented at the same angle to the
mean flow. For wz/U > 27r, the two spectra are in close agreement, indicating that the
turbulence is isotropic. The slope of the velocity spectra are somewhat greater than -5/3,
which is likely the result of the effects of a finite noise floor and temporal aliasing. A fit to
SAA based on (4.6) indicates that the shape of the measured spectrum can be modeled if
sensor noise, spatial filtering and aliasing are considered. An example sound speed spectrum
at the same time and location (Figure 4.5b) has a well-developed inertial subrange. As in
the case of the velocity spectra, the slope of Sc is greater than -5/3, but the spectrum is
well described by (4.7). In contrast to this example, the spectrum of sound speed is flat
at high frequencies when the boundary layer is well-mixed because N is close to zero (not
shown).
4.2.4 Flux Estimates
Estimates of turbulent momentum and sound speed flux were obtained directly from records
of velocity and sound speed from each burst by eddy correlation and the use of a linear
filtration and differencing technique to remove contamination by surface waves [Shaw and
Trowbridge, submitted] which requires the use of pairs of spatially separated sensors. Of the
four BASS sensors that obtained reliable turbulence measurements, sensors 2 and 5 were
paired together and sensors 3 and 6 were paired together. Although the surface waves had a
negligible effect on the dissipation rate estimates, they did cause significant contamination
of Reynolds stress and sound speed flux estimates, which was successfully removed by the
application of the filtering and differencing technique [Shaw and Trowbridge, submitted].
As noted by Shaw and Trowbridge [submitted], the contamination of heat flux estimates
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Figure 4.5: Example spectra of velocity fluctuations (a) and sound speed (b) from a single
burst at 1.1 m above the bottom during a period of strong mixing of momentum and sound
speed. The thick solid lines represent model fits to the measured spectra. In (a), a single
model is fit to SAA. These example spectra are from a single half hour burst obtained on
day 259, a period of large dissipation rates of TKE and TSV.
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by internal wave-induced velocities is a lingering problem. The symptom of internal wave
contamination is noisy estimates of cw' that are often counter-gradient. A simple procedure
that produces reasonable results is to use the estimate P7&' = ctwt/ < w2 >, where a
subscript t denotes time differentiation and < w2 >, defined by
2 2-7rU )2 fx!0 k 2Scw (W) do
< W >= f 0 )(4.8)
z ._ Scw (w) do
is the second moment about ki = 0 of Scw, the cospectrum between c and w. This estimate
of c'w' effectively filters the effect of internal waves which tend to influence the low-frequency
part of the spectrum. Based on wall layer scaling, the ratio of integrals in (4.8) is expected
to be a universal constant, i.e. the shape of the spectrum is invariant when scaled with
k1, and < w2 > is therefore expected to be proportional to (U/z) 2 . In practice, scaling
c'wM with (U/z) 2 did not help to collapse the data when compared to cw7 during periods
without internal waves. Instead, < w 2 > was estimated as a function of z only by directly
regressing cw' against c'w' for each sensor during periods that were free of internal wave
contamination. We found that < w2 > was equal to between 1 and 1.5 (rad/s)2, depending
on the height of the measurements. The failure of wall scaling is likely due to the importance
of turbulence length scales in addition to the height above bottom.
The presence of internal waves is detectable in a time series of the burst standard
deviation of horizontal velocity as intermittent periods of large variance (Figure 4.6a). The
corresponding time series of c'w' and the estimate of the sound speed flux obtained with
cIw' and the empirical correction < w2 > (Figure 4.6b) indicate that when internal waves
are absent (e.g., days 245-250) the two estimates are nearly equal and that when internal
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waves are present (e.g., days 253-257) c'w' is severely contaminated, often taking the sign
opposite to that expected for stable stratification, while c'w'/ < W2 > appears to be free
of internal wave contamination (Figure 4.6). Because the differentiation technique succeeds
at removing internal wave contamination, c'w'/ < W2 > was used as the sound speed flux
estimate.
To estimate the buoyancy flux term, we converted the measured sound speed fluctu-
ations into density fluctuations using an empirical linear relationship. We estimated the
constant 2 as APz, where the A sign notation means a vertical difference, for each half
hour burst. Density differences were estimated using temperature and conductivity mea-
surements obtained on the CMO central mooring (Figure 4.1) which were judged to be more
reliable than those obtained from the temperature and conductivity sensors mounted on the
bottom tripod. In.particular, the bottom conductivity sensor on the tripod was believed to
have been fouled by an accumulation of sediment.
From the four BASS sensors that reliably recorded mean and fluctuating quantities,
we calculated two sets of production, dissipation and buoyancy flux estimates at 0.9 m
above the bed, from the records obtained by sensors two and three, and at 3.8 m, from
the records obtained by sensors four and six. The estimates were made using a vertical
average of flux and dissipation rate estimates at the two pairs of sensors and a 2-point
difference to approximate the vertical gradients. In a modest attempt to reduce random
variability, the flux, gradient, and dissipation rate estimates from the two-hourly cycles of
three consecutive bursts were averaged in time. The production terms were computed after
the temporal averaging.
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Figure 4.6: Time series of the standard deviation of horizontal velocity fluctuations and o-
(a) and the heat flux estimates c'Mw and c'w' (b) at an elevation of 1.1 m above the bed.
During periods of internal wave activity, visible as high frequency events in the time series
of the standard deviation of horizontal velocity, the estimate c'w' suffers from internal wave
contamination apparent as counter-gradient (i.e., positive) values of sound speed flux, while
the estimate cw'/ < w2 > is apparently free of internal wave contamination.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Conditions at the CMO Site
Before proceeding to a test of the simplified variance budgets, it is worthwhile to briefly
describe the conditions at the CMO field site during the first deployment. As stated in
Shaw and Trowbridge [submitted], time series of near-bottom mean currents at the CMO
site (Figure 5.3a) are usually dominated by a rotary semi-diurnal tide with an amplitude
of approximately 0.1 m/s. Sub-tidal events consist of predominantly westward flows with
velocities up to 0.2 m/s. Time series of mean sound speed measured by the top and bottom
BASS sensors (Figure 5.3b) indicate that the bottom boundary layer at the CMO site is
usually well-mixed in sound speed. Occasionally, however, near-bottom stratification is
strong, resulting in sound speed differences between 0.38 and 5.50 m above the bed of up to
10 m/s, which roughly corresponds to 5 degC. In particular, there are three events centered
on days 255, 259, and 268 during which strong stratification is apparently advected through
the measurement area.
4.3.2 TKE budget
Time series of the near-bottom estimates of production and dissipation of TKE (Figure 4.8a)
contain tidal variability modulated by the strength of sub-tidal current, with peak values of
approximately 4-5 x 10-6 W/kg during the strong westward sub-tidal flow of days 245-250.
A scatter plot of production vs. dissipation (Figure 4.8b) indicates that there is a noise floor
in the dissipation estimates of approximately 10-7 W/kg, but that above the noise floor, the
data points cluster about the one-to-one line. Quantitative comparisons are made in terms
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Figure 4.7: Time series of burst-averaged along-shelf current (a) and burst-averaged sound
speed (b) measured by the BASS array during the first deployment of the CMO experiment.
Statistics are from 27 minute bursts. The coordinate system is oriented so that eastward
flow is positive.
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of log-transformed variables and, to avoid biasing statistics with data points that lie in
the dissipation noise floor, comparisons are limited to values of production and dissipation
greater than 10- 7 W/kg. Production and dissipation are moderately correlated (r2 - 0.33,
for 268 data points) and are roughly consistent in magnitude (regression coefficient = 0.79 x
+1.10). The buoyancy flux term is small compared to production and dissipation and
including it in the budget does not quantitatively affect the correlation coefficient.
Time series of the upper estimates of production and dissipation (Figure 4.9a) contain
a similar tidal variability except that the dissipation estimates are often significantly larger
than the production estimates which is also evident in a scatter plot (Figure 4.9b). The
anomalously large dissipation rate estimates are most likely the result of enhanced spectral
levels at the upper sensors caused by tripod leg wakes. The dissipation estimates are
obtained in a higher range of frequency than the flux estimates and are more likely to be
affected by the small scale eddies in the leg wakes. The correlation between production and
dissipation is similar to the near bottom estimates (r 2 = 0.38, for 92 data points) and the
magnitudes of the estimates are closer to agreement (regression coefficient = 0.90 x +1.19)
than at the near-bottom position, although this is probably fortuitous, owing to the flow
disturbance biases that increase the dissipation estimates. In comparison to the estimates at
0.9 m above the bottom, the buoyancy flux term is larger and relatively more significant in
comparison to production. The vertical structure of the production estimates is qualitatively
consistent with wall layer scaling, with larger values closer to the bed, as expected.
We can use the estimates of TKE production and buoyancy flux to test for the existence
of a critical flux Richardson number. After interpolating through gaps in the time series
caused by flow disturbances and low-pass filtering using the routine p164 [Limeburner, 1985],
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Figure 4.8: Time series (a) and scatter plot (b) of the production and dissipation terms in
the TKE budget estimated at a height of 0.9 m above the bed.
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time series of production and five times the buoyancy flux at the lower position (Figure
4.10b) indicates than the flux Richardson number only approaches the commonly cited
critical value of 0.2 [e.g., Wyngaard, 1973] during a few brief periods, in particular, during
the period of strong stratification centered on day 255 (Figure 5.3a); otherwise, the flux
Richardson number is less than the critical value by upwards of an order of magnitude. For
the majority of the time, therefore, the buoyancy flux is not providing a strong constraint on
the turbulence dynamics at a height of 0.9 m above the bed. In contrast, the corresponding
time series at the upper position shows that the flux Richardson number tends to maintain
a critical value of 0.2 at sub-tidal scales, indicating that closer to the top of the boundary
layer the buoyancy flux plays an important role in the turbulence dynamics by acting as a
significant sink of TKE. Because of gaps in the time series caused by flow disturbances, it
is not possible to evaluate if the flux Richardson number is constant on tidal time scales.
4.3.3 TSV budget
There is a large dynamic range in the estimates of sound speed production and dissipation.
Time series of the near bottom estimates (Figure 4.12a) are dominated by three heavily
stratified periods (Figure 5.3b) when the TSV terms attain peak values of greater than
10-4 m2 s-3. A scatter plot of dissipation vs productions indicates a similar noise floor exists
in the N estimates as observed in E estimates, except that it is approximately an order of
magnitude larger, which is not surprising considering the difficulty of making the absolute
travel-time measurement [Shaw et al., 1996]. As in the case of the TKE budget, quantitative
comparisons are made in terms of log-transformed variables and, to avoid biasing statistics
with data points that lie in the dissipation noise floor, comparisons are limited to values
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Figure 4.10: Time series of low-pass filtered production of TKE and five times buoyancy
flux estimated at 3.8 m above the bottom (a) and 0.9 m above the bottom (b).
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of production and dissipation greater than 10 6 m 2s 3. There is a good correlation between
the production and dissipation (r2 = 0.60 for 40 data points). Surprisingly, dissipation is
2.49 x 1.33 times production above the noise floor.
Time series and a scatter plot of the upper estimates of sound speed production and
dissipation (Figure 4.12) indicate that the magnitudes are, in general, larger than those
obtained near the bottom. The estimates are very well correlated (r 2 = 0.55, for 39 data
points) and, in contrast to the estimates at 0.9 m above the bottom, dissipation is 0.45 x
+1.44 larger than production at 3.8 m above the bottom. A few data points corresponding
to large values of dissipation fall well above the one-to-one line and may be indicative of
flow disturbances affecting the N estimates. The vertical structure of the production and
dissipation estimates suggests that the TSV budget is not balanced locally and does not
satisfy wall-layer scaling.
4.4 Discussion
The application of the inertial subrange technique to this data set contains an unavoidable
difficulty associated with the presence of a noise level that is not small in comparison to
the level of the inertial subrange spectra. We have found that the error function involved
in the two-parameter estimation problem does not have a well-defined minimum and that
small changes in the model can lead to large changes in the estimates of the noise floor
and the constant that sets the level of the inertial subrange. For example, we observed a
factor of two variability in the dissipation estimates as the theoretical models we employed
were refined with particular sensitivity to the accuracy with which we described spatial
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the TSV budget estimated at a height of 0.9 m above the bed.
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filtering. The fact that the dissipation estimates converged towards agreement with the
production estimates is reassuring and suggests that the detailed modeling of the inertial
subrange spectra is worthwhile, i.e. it leads to dissipation estimates that are closer to real-
ity. Improved dissipation estimates in low energy environments will require low noise floor
instruments with accurately known responses to resolve the inertial subrange unambigu-
ously or the use of alternative techniques to estimate dissipation. In particular, it seems
that direct measurements of dissipation rates would be useful.
The terms in the TKE and TSV equations are composed of estimates of mean vertical
gradients, turbulent fluxes, and dissipation rates which are obtained from different frequency
bands in the records of velocity and sound speed and are therefore subject to different
measurement problems. Therefore the quantitative comparison of the terms in the TKE
budget in Figures 7 and 8 and the TSV budget in Figures 9 and 10 are meaningful and the
quantitatively consistent results indicate that the measurements obtained with the BASS
sensor are reasonably accurate.
The imbalance of the TSV balance may be the result of physical processes rather than
measurement problems. Based on the quantitative closure of the TKE budget to within 30
percent, it seems unlikely that the quantities in the TSV budget could suffer from measure-
ment error of more than a factor of two, since sound speed fluctuations were measured with
the same instrument and the estimates were obtained with similar processing techniques,
with the caveats that sound speed spectra have higher noise floors and the sound speed
fluxes were treated in a slightly different way. The most likely physical explanation for the
observed TSV balance is the flux divergence term in (4.2), which has been neglected in
the assumed local balances, is significant. The observations that production estimates are
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greater than dissipation estimates at the upper location and that the opposite is true at the
lower position suggest that there is a divergence of flux at the position of the upper esti-
mates and a convergence at the position of the near-bottom estimates. We also note that,
contrary to wall-layer predictions, the production and dissipation estimates increase with
height above the bottom. These results are in contrast to those obtained in the wall region
of atmospheric boundary layer where the TSV budgets follow wall layer scaling and are
in local balance. However, stratification in the atmospheric and oceanic bottom boundary
layers results from different underlying processes. In the atmospheric case, thermal forcing
from the boundary is dominant, while in the bottom boundary layer case, the source of
buoyancy is likely to be due to horizontal advection or mixed layer entrainment. We note in
particular, that in the boundary-forced case the regions of production of TKE and TSV are
both concentrated near the wall, while in the case of mixed layer entrainment, the region
of TSV production is likely to be concentrated in the upper part of the mixed layer where
the gradients are large.
The divergence of sound speed flux is a difficult quantity to estimate, requiring dif-
ferences of a third order quantity which is very susceptible to surface and internal wave
contamination. We have attempted to estimate the turbulent flux of sound speed variance,
c'2w', using time derivatives in a manner analogous to the estimation of c'w' discussed in
Section 4.2.4. The mean of the estimates of c'2w' over the entire six-week long deployment
has the sign of a downward flux of sound speed variance and the geometric mean of the
cd2w' estimates has the vertical structure required to produce a divergence at the upper two
sensors and a convergence at the lower two sensors (Figure 4.13). Additionally, the vertical
gradient of the mean vertical profile of c'2w', approximately 10- 6m2s- 3 at 0.9 m above the
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Figure 4.13: Mean vertical profile of the estimates of c'2w' over the course of the six-week
long first deployment at the heights of the four reliable BASS sensors.
bottom, has roughly the order of magnitude required to close the TSV budget.
In oceanic microstructure studies, directly measured dissipation rates are often used to
infer turbulent diffusivities based on assumptions regarding the TKE and TSV budgets.
The results of this analysis indicate that the assumptions are not always valid and may lead
to systematic errors in the estimation of diffusivity. In the Osborn model [Osborn, 1980],
the diffusivity of mass is inferred from measurements of e assuming that the TKE budget
is in a local balance between production, buoyancy flux and dissipation and that the flux
Richardson number is maintained at a critical value. The present measurements support
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the notion of local balance but are not consistent with the assumption of a constant flux
Richardson number, at least in a vicinity close to the boundary. In the Osborn-Cox model
[Osborn and Cox, 1972], the diffusivity of scalar quantities is inferred from measurements
of N assuming that the TSV budget is balanced locally. The present measurement are not
consistent with the assumption of a local balance in the TSV budget.
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, a simplified TKE budget, in which production is balanced by dissipation and
buoyancy flux, and a simplified TSV balance, in which production equals dissipation, have
been tested. The calculations are based on six-week long records of velocity and sound speed
measured between 0.7 and 5.4 m above bottom on the New England shelf. Estimates of the
required fluxes and gradients are direct, while estimates of dissipation rates are indirectly
obtained from inertial subrange spectra. Estimates of dissipation rates require consideration
of spatial filtering due to a finite sensor volume, temporal aliasing, and instrument noise.
The results of the analysis indicate the following conclusions. In the TKE budget,
production and dissipation are correlated (r 2 = 0.33 at 0.9 m above the bottom and 0.38
at 3.8 m above the bottom) and roughly consistent in magnitude (regression coefficient =
0.79 x+1.10 at 0.9 m above bottom and 0.90 x+1.19 at 3.8 m above bottom). Buoyancy flux
is not a significant component of the TKE budget at 0.9 m above the bottom except during a
few events, while at 3.8 m above the bottom the flux Richardson number maintains a roughly
constant value of 0.2. In the TSV budget, production and dissipation are well-correlated
(r 2 = 0.60 at 0.9 m above the bottom and 0.55 at 3.8 m above the bottom), but dissipation is
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2.49 x +1.33 times production at 0.9 m above the bottom while dissipation is 0.45 x +1.44
times dissipation at 3.8 m above the bottom. The imbalance between production and
dissipation in the TSV budget is likely due to the divergence of the vertical flux of sound
speed variance, a quantity that is difficult to estimate, although the measurements indicate
that this term has the correct sign and roughly the magnitude required to close the budget.
The absence of a critical flux Richardson number at 0.9 m above the bottom and the
imbalance of the TSV budget at both heights imply inaccuracies in the use of the Osborn
and Osborn-Cox models to infer turbulent diffusivities from direct dissipation rate estimates
in the bottom boundary layer.
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Chapter 5
Flux-Profile Relationships in the
Continental Shelf Bottom
Boundary Layer
William J. Shaw and John H. Trowbridge
(This chapter represents a manucript that is to be submitted to The Journal of Geo-
physical Research.)
ABSTRACT
Dimensionless profiles of velocity and a scalar (speed of sound) are computed from
direct measurement of the required fluxes and vertical gradients obtained at heights of 1
to 4 m above the bed in the bottom boundary layer (BBL) of the New England shelf. The
results are presented in terms of a local similarity theory based on the height above the
bed, the Monin-Obukhov (MO) length and the height of the mixed layer. The MO length
is estimated from the measured fluxes and an empirical sound speed-density relationship
and the height of the mixed layer is taken as the Zilitinkevich scale. The forcing at the
site is predominantly. tidal and the source of the buoyancy flux is horizontal advection of
stratification, mixed layer entrainment and, during large storms, sediment resuspension.
Within 1 m of the bottom, the Prandtl-Karman law of the wall is satisfied during nearly
neutral conditions, and the dependence of the dimensionless shear on the MO stability
parameter is quantitatively consistent with atmospheric results for values of the stability
parameter up to approximately one. In contrast, at measurement heights greater than 1
m above the bed, the law of the wall is rarely, if ever, satisfied, although the dependence
of the dimensionless shear is qualitatively consistent with previous atmospheric results.
Measurements of boundary layer height are fairly well estimated by the Zilitinkevich mixed
layer height scale. The dimensionless gradients and the turbulent Prandtl number are
dependent on the ratio of height above bottom and the mixed layer scale. The results
indicate that the height of the mixed layer imposes a constraint on the Prandtl mixing
length.
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5.1 Introduction
Establishing turbulence closure hypotheses is the primary goal of turbulent boundary layer
research and a significant body of knowledge has been obtained from semi-empirical theory
and observations of laboratory, engineering and geophysical boundary layer flows. The
turbulence closure problem in the continental shelf bottom boundary layer (BBL) is relevant
because the BBL is an important source of mixing, a sink of momentum and a conduit for
cross-shelf exchange. The dynamics of coastal ocean BBL's are complicated by the large
number of possible forcing mechanisms, including tides, wind and density differences, and
the presence of stable stratification. The significance and complexity of the continental shelf
BBL combine to make turbulence closure an important observational problem in coastal
oceanography.
In spite of its importance, detailed observational studies of BBL turbulence have been
rare owing to the technical challenges involved in obtaining the measurements. Of the few
studies that have obtained direct measurements of turbulent shear stress, many have been
limited to the determination of values for the bottom drag coefficient [e.g., Heathershaw,
1979]. Drag laws are commonly used as closures in models, but the drag coefficient is
an integrated quantity and its value is therefore dependent on the bottom roughness which
varies with bottom type and flow conditions [Monin and Yaglom, 1971]. Although numerous
studies have estimated bottom shear stress by assuming that the Prandtl-Karman law of
the wall (see Section 5.2) was satisfied [e.g., Charnock, 1959, Sternberg, 1968, Gross and
Nowell, 1983, Lueck and Lu, 1997], only a small subset of the studies that obtained direct
shear stress measurements included the measurement of the mean shear necessary to test
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the law of the wall. Gross and Nowell [1983] and Sanford and Lien [1999] have reported good
agreement between bottom stress estimated both directly and with the log-profile technique
in tidal channels, indicating that law of the wall is satisfied close to the bottom. Smith and
McLean [1977] and Soulsby and Dyer [1979] have tried to explain departures from the law of
the wall in terms of the effects of form drag and accelerations, respectively. Trowbridge et al.
[in press] reports deviations from the law of the wall in a tidal estuary that are inconsistent
with local stratification and are attributed to the presence of a strong pycnocline above the
bottom mixed layer. Stacey et al. [submitted] report measurements of eddy diffusivity for
momentum that are compared with results from a second-order turbulence closure model.
All of the oceanic studies in which direct measurements of stress and shear were obtained
have been limited to strong tidal flows and, with the exception of the studies by Sanford
and Lien [1999] and Stacey et al. [submitted], the studies have been limited to the lowest
few meters of the boundary layer. To date, a single attempt to measure scalar fluxes in the
bottom boundary layer has been reported by Kawanisi and Yokosi [1994], who measured
the turbulent salt flux in a tidal estuary.
In studying the oceanic bottom boundary layer, we can also draw on knowledge obtained
in other boundary layer flows. The atmospheric boundary layer is a particularly attractive
source because it is a reasonable analog for the oceanic bottom boundary layer and because
it has been intensively studied over the last 30 years. There are important differences
between the atmospheric boundary layer and the oceanic bottom boundary layer. The
buoyancy forcing in the atmospheric case is dominated by the surface heat flux. In the
oceanic bottom boundary layer, the surface buoyancy flux is nearly zero, except when
sediment resuspension occurs. Thermo-haline induced buoyancy flux in the oceanic case
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must be supplied by the horizontal advection of stratification or mixed layer entrainment.
Another important distinction is the difference in spatial scale. Assuming the height of the
boundary layer is proportional to u, the atmospheric boundary layer will be larger than
the oceanic boundary layer by the factor of pwater/Pair 30 for the same surface stress.
For example a 1 km thick atmospheric boundary layer with a 100 m constant flux layer
would roughly correspond to a 30 m thick oceanic bottom boundary layer with a 3 m thick
constant stress layer.
In this paper, we present dimensionless profiles of velocity and sound speed that are
computed from direct measurements of the required fluxes and vertical gradients obtained
in the bottom boundary layer of the New England shelf at heights of 1 to 4 m above the
bottom. The results are presented in terms of two dimensionless parameters, the ratio of
height above bottom and the Monin-Obukhov (MO) length and the ratio of the height above
bottom and the height of the mixed layer. Our goals are to determine the dependence of the
turbulent length scale, taken as the Prandtl mixing length, on local stratification and on the
height of the boundary layer and to determine if the turbulent diffusivities for momentum
and scalars are equal.
The remainder of the paper is organized into the following sections: a presentation of the
similarity theory in which we present our results (Section 5.2), a description of the methods
used to estimate the quantities required for the theory (Section 5.3), a presentation and
discussion of the results (Sections 5.4 and 5.5), and a summary and conclusions (Section 5.6).
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5.2 Similarity Theory
We consider a boundary layer that mixes momentum and density. We assume that turbulent
fluctuations of density are small and are linearly related to a measurable scalar. On physical
grounds, we assume that the dynamically significant independent variables in the BBL come
from the set
('w',c'w', dpg 3). (5.1)\ ?& dc po /Z6 51
Here, uV is the kinematic shear stress (the correlation between the turbulent fluctuations
of horizontal and vertical velocity). c'w' is the turbulent flux of a scalar c (the correlation
between the turbulent fluctuations of the scalar and vertical velocity). Both u'w' and c'w'
are local values, i.e. they are functions of z. 2 is the derivative of density with respect to
the scalar, g/po is the buoyancy parameter (the ratio of the gravitational acceleration g to
a reference density po), z is the height above the bottom and 6 is a scale for the height of
the boundary layer. Thus, the structure of the mean flow can be expressed as functions of
the set of independent variables. In particular, we may express the mean shear as
au= 1m ' 'w', dp g ,zI (5.2)
az \7- dc po
and the mean scalar gradient as
cd= gp ' c'&, d , z, . (5.3)
az \U dc po /
The dimensional gradient functions, gm and gh (the subscript h is used in deference to
atmospheric tradition where the flux of interest is heat) are seen to represent turbulence
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closure hypotheses for the fluxes of momentum and a scalar, respectively. We can use
dimensional analysis to reduce the number of variables in (5.2) and (5.3) from six to three
resulting in
sz Bu zZ) (5.4)
u* az O L' 6
and
sz 89c z Z)
, = # zz (5.5)
where #m is the dimensionless shear, #h is the dimensionless sound speed gradient and r,
is von Karman's constant. The shear velocity u, a characteristic scalar fluctuation c, and
the Monin-Obukhov length L are defined as
U,= liu11/ 2, (5.6)
c, = (5.7)
and
3
L = ** , (5.8)
po dc
respectively. As this similarity theory does not include length scales representing the bottom
roughness or accelerations, it is limited to heights above bottom much greater than the
roughness length [Monin and Yaglom, 1971] and to quasi-steady conditions.
The dimensionless shear #,m may be regarded as the ratio of z to a momentum mixing
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length. The mixing length is defined as
1mImn = Mau .
az
An analogous mixing length may be defined for scalars as
lh = 5.
(5.9)
(5.10)
In essence, the dimensionless gradients provide a framework for evaluating the variability in
z/lm and z/lh as a function of the relative importance of mechanical and thermal forcing,
represented by the stability parameter z/L, and proximity to the edge of the boundary
layer, represented by z/6.
The turbulent diffusivities for momentum and scalars may be related to Om and #h as
km = zu* (5.11)
and
(5.12)kh = Kzu*
Ph
respectively. And, therefore, the turbulent Prandtl number may be written as
Pt-km _ 'Ph
kh m
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(5.13)
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5.2.1 Monin-Obukhov Similarity
In the surface (wall) layer of the atmospheric boundary layer (z/6 < 0.1), the fluxes of
momentum and heat are nearly equal to the values at the surface [Monin and Yaglom, 1971]
and #2, and #h are expected to be dependent only on z/L. This is the backbone of surface
layer MO similarity theory [e.g., Wyngaard, 1973]. MO similarity has been confirmed in the
lowest 10-20 m of the atmospheric boundary layer by careful measurement of the required
fluxes and vertical gradients. In particular, empirical forms for #"m and #h were determined
from measurements obtained during the landmark Kansas Mast experiment [Businger et al.,
1971]. More recently, it has been proposed that MO scaling can be applied to the outer part
(z/6 > 0.1) of the nocturnal (stable) atmospheric boundary layer using local values of the
fluxes [Nieuwstadt, 1984, Sorbjan, 1986]. We expect that local scaling may be appropriate
in the oceanic bottom boundary layer.
For near-neutral conditions (z/L << 1), the similarity relationships (5.4) and (5.5)
predict that the dimensionless gradients reduce to constants. In particular, von Karman's
constant has been defined to make
'z = 1 (5.14)
U*b OZ
near the wall for neutral conditions, where U~b is the bottom shear velocity. (5.14) has
come to be known as the Karman-Prandtl law of the wall and it is expected to hold in all
wall-bounded shear flows for a limited range of heights.
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5.2.2 Boundary Layer Height Scaling
The effect of the parameter z/6 on dimensionless gradients is more poorly understood
than the effect of stratification. Part of the problem is the difficulty of defining a suitable
measure of boundary layer height [e.g., Monin and Yaglom, 1971]. Laboratory studies of
neutral boundary layer flows on flat plates indicate that the height of the turbulent part of
the flow is very unsteady, varying from 0.3 - 0.46 to 1.26 (where 6 is defined as the height
at which u = 0.99uoo) [Monin and Yaglom, 1971]. Further, in stably stratified boundary
layer flows, the stratification is expected to play an important role in setting the height of
the boundary layer [e.g., Thompson, 1973].
Coles [1956] has proposed a universal form for the outer part (z/ significant) of neutral
laboratory boundary layers based on a combination of a logarithmic velocity profile and a
wake function which is dependent on z/6. The wake function gives the velocity profile at
a point of separation, u-b = 0 and predicts an increase in shear from a logarithmic velocity
profile in the outer part of the boundary layer.
Also of importance, we require a scale for the boundary layer height in the presence of
overlying stable stratification. This is taken as the Zilitinkevich [1972] length scale defined
here as
6z =)* , (5.15)
V(wo - f)Nboo
where (w - f), the difference between the semi-diurnal and inertial frequencies, provides
the appropriate time scale for a rotary tidal boundary layer [Soulsby, 1983] and Nb"o is the
interior buoyancy frequency. Thompson [1973] has shown that 6z is proportional to the
height of a boundary layer governed by a bulk Richardson criterion for the case of steady
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forcing with a proportionality constant close to one.
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Measurements
The measurements used in the analysis were collected as part of the bottom boundary layer
tripod component of the Coastal Mixing and Optics (CMO) experiment during a six-week
long period beginning on Aug. 17, 1996. The field site is located approximately 100 km
south of Martha's Vineyard, MA in 70 m of water on the New England shelf.
The instrumentation deployed on the bottom tripod has been described by Fredericks
et al. [1999] and Shaw et al. [submitted]. The most important instrumentation for the pur-
poses of this paper was a vertical array of seven Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensors (BASS)'s
[Williams et al., 1987] that measured the mean and fluctuating components of the three-
dimensional velocity vector and the speed of sound at heights of 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 2.2, 3.3,
5.4 and 7 m above the bottom. The BASS sensors were sampled at 1.2 Hz in 27 minute
bursts in two hours cycles consisting of three half-hour periods in which data was obtained,
followed by a half-hour period in which the instruments were idle. In addition to the bot-
tom tripod, an array of moorings that measured velocity, temperature, and conductivity
throughout the water column was deployed by Woods Hole Oceanographic Insitution in-
vestigators [Galbraith et al., 1997]. The central mooring of the WHOI array was located
approximately 200 m from the bottom tripod. Also, an additional bottom tripod outfitted
with optical sensors including a trasmissometer [Dickey et al., submitted] was deployed near
the BASS.
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5.3.2 Boundary Layer Estimates
The similarity theory outlined in Section 5.2 requires measurements of the fluxes of momen-
tum and a scalar, the vertical gradients of velocity and the scalar, the relationship between
the scalar and density, and the height of the boundary layer. The scalar used here is sound
speed.
We calculated direct estimates of the vertical fluxes of momentum and sound speed
from half hour records of velocity and sound speed that were Reynolds decomposed into
mean and fluctuating components. We used a linear filtration and differencing technique
[Shaw and Trowbridge, submitted] to overcome the problem of surface wave contamination
of the flux estimates. The sound speed flux estimates also suffered from internal wave
contamination that we removed with a high-pass filter, although an empirical correction was
required to account for turbulent covariance that was lost in the filtering process [Shaw et al.,
submitted]. The dimensionless gradients were calculated using local values of the fluxes and,
for the case of the dimensionless shear <0m, the gradient was calculated in the down-stress
direction. The required sound speed-density relationship [Shaw and Trowbridge, submitted]
was obtained from the near-bottom measurements of the WHOI central mooring.
In the course of the analysis, we encountered a few flow disturbance and instrumentation
problems that have been previously described [Shaw et al., submitted]. Bursts that were
disturbed by turbulent wakes shed from the tripod legs were discarded. Data from the top
sensor was discarded because of severe disturbance due to the tripod legs and electronic
problems. Mean velocity data at sensor 1 (0.4 m above bottom) and sensor 5 (3.3 m
above the bottom) were judged to have suffered from zero offset drift and were not used
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for estimating gradients. Of the remaining four sensors, we calculated vertical gradients of
velocity and sound speed as first order differences between adjacent heights, corresponding
to estimates at 0.9, 1.65 and 3.8 m above the bottom. Accompanying flux estimates at those
heights were obtained as averages of the values at adjacent sensors. Estimates from the
Reynolds decomposition performed on contiguous half hour bursts were averaged together
to yield times series of 476 data points at a two hour time interval.
We obtained two measurements of the height of the bottom boundary layer. The first
is a mixed layer height based on the elevation at which the density difference p(z) - p(O)
exceeds a threshold value [e.g., Lentz and rowbridge, 1991]. We used both the BASS sound
speed measurements (converted to density differences with the empirical relationship) and
measurements of density from the central WHOI mooring so that the vertical resolution was
fairly fine, especially near bottom. We took the threshold density difference as 0.1 kg/m 3.
We also estimated the top of the boundary layer in a mechanical sense by extrapolating
linear fits to measured profiles of momentum flux to an elevation of zero flux, which was
defined as the height of the mechanical boundary layer. The mixed layer height scale was
calculated from (5.15) using the buoyancy frequency just above the top of the measured
mixed layer and values of f and w of 10-4 and 1.5 x 10-4 rad/s, respectively.
In addition to the buoyancy flux that is caused by thermo-haline stratification, the
bottom boundary layer is also subject to a buoyancy flux due to resuspension of sediment
particles. We estimated the concentration of suspended sediment in the bottom boundary
layer using the optical attenuation data of Dickey et al. [submitted] from the nearby bottom
tripod and a calibration obtained from shipboard optical attenuation measurements and a
bottom grab sample (J. Blakey, pers. comm.). We further estimated the buoyancy flux
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associated with the suspended sediment by assuming a balance between the turbulent flux
of sediment and gravitational settling,
9-pW'sed = g(s - 1)wsC, (5.16)
PO
where s, ws and C are the specific gravity, settling velocity, and volume concentration of
the suspended particles, respectively. The values we used are s = 2.65 and ws = 0.6 mm/s
(Traykovsky, pers. comm.), corresponding to course silt-sized quartz particles.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Site Conditions
The rapid sampling of the BASS sensors over a period of six weeks allowed us to resolve a
wide spectrum of velocity and sound speed variability: from sub-tidal motion to the inertial
subrange of turbulent eddies. We formed composite rotary spectra of horizontal velocity and
shear at 1.1 m above the bottom (Figure 5.1) by combining the spectra obtained from the
Reynolds averaged velocity from each half-hour burst and the averaged spectrum obtained
from the concatenation of the two hourly cycle of three nearly consecutive bursts. The
dominant forcing in the BBL at the CMO site during the deployment is the polarized semi-
diurnal tide, visible as the large peak at -1.5 x 10-4 rad/s (Figure 5.1a). The next largest
forcing is from surface waves visible as the broad unpolarized peak centered on 0.4 rad/s,
corresponding to 15 second waves. Also visible in the low-frequency part of the spectrum
is a small peak at the inertial frequency and a barely resolved peak at the frequency of the
diurnal tide. There is a internal wave continuum between the semi-diurnal tidal frequency
and the local buoyancy frequency (approximately 10-2 rad/s). At frequencies greater than
the buoyancy, the observed variance is the result of energetic eddies. The shear spectrum
is also dominated by the semi-diurnal tide (Figure 5.1b). We see from Figure 5.1b that a
Reynolds averaging period of one half-hour can be expected to separate the mean shear and
the turbulent fluctuations.
As a description of the vertical structure of the mean horizontal velocity at the CMO site,
we decompose the horizontal velocity field, represented as u + iv, into complex empirical
orthogonal modes (EOM)'s [see Davis, 1976]. The lowest EOM accounts for 98% of the
observed variance and therefore provides a useful characterization of the vertical structure.
The amplitude of the lowest EOM (Figure 5.2a) contains curvature throughout the range
of heights spanned by the measurements. There is little or no veering observed in the EOM
over the vertical extent of the measurements (Figure 5.2a).
To further put the turbulence measurement in context, it is useful to describe time series
of near-bottom wave orbital velocity, suspended sediment concentration, along-shelf velocity,
water column temperature and sound speed (Figure 5.3). During the first deployment,
Hurricane Edouard passed within 110 km of the site on day 246 and Hurricane Hortense
passed within 350 km of the site on day 258. The passage of the hurricanes is visible as
peaks in the time series of near-bottom wave orbital velocity (Figure 5.3a). The energetic
wave-induced velocities were also responsible for the resuspension of sediment that reached
concentrations of greater than 10 mg/l (Figure 5.3a). The bottom boundary layer response
to both hurricanes was a strong westward mean flow (Figure 5.3b) that generated enough
mixing to warm the bottom boundary layer by several deg C in each case (Figure 5.3c). In
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Figure 5.1: Rotary spectra of horizontal velocity (a) and horizontal shear (b) measured by
the BASS sensor at 1.1 m above the bottom. The left-hand panels correspond to negative
(clockwise) motions and the right-hand panels correspond to positive (counterclockwise
motion) motion. The dark lines represent logarithmic spectra corresponding to the scales
on the left and the gray lines represent the same spectra plotted in energy-preserving form
(frequency times spectral density on semilogarithmic axes).
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Figure 5.2: The amplitude (a) and angle (b) of the lowest
velocity as a function of height above bottom z.
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particular, the response to Hurricane Edouard caused substantial mixing throughout the
water column. Early in the deployment, the baroclinic component of the semi-diurnal tide
was significant. After the mixing caused by Hurricane Edouard inertial oscillations and the
diurnal tide contributions were relatively larger, producing a complicated velocity record
(Figure 5.3c). For the most part, the bottom boundary layer is well mixed, as seen in the
sound speed records from the top and bottom sensors of the BASS array (Figure 5.3c).
There are a few of periods of near-bottom stratification centered on days 255, 259 and 268
during which strong stratification was apparently advected into the area.
5.4.2 Flux Estimates
In this section, we present results describing the time variability and vertical structure of
the direct measurements of the fluxes of momentum and sound speed. We also consider
indirect estimates of the sediment-induced buoyancy flux.
A time series of eastward Reynolds stress at four elevations between 0.7 and 3.3 m
above the bottom (Figure 5.4a) indicates that stress estimates at the different heights are
very well correlated. The variability in the time series is largely tidal but it is modulated
by the strength of the sub-tidal current (see Figure 5.3b). The largest Reynolds stresses
occur during the period of strong westward mean flow following Hurricane Edouard, days
246 to 250, in which the Reynolds stresses attain a magnitude of approximately 0.15 Pa,
corresponding to u,, values of 0.012 m/s. The strong correlation between the stress time
series at the different heights and the quantitative closure of the turbulent kinetic energy
budget [Shaw et al., submitted] lends confidence to the estimates.
Time series of sound speed flux at the same four elevations indicate that the estimates
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Figure 5.3: Time series of Reynolds averaged wave orbital velocity at 1.1 m above the bed
and sediment concentration at 2 m above the bed (a), eastward velocity at 1.1 m above the
bed (b), temperature throughout the water column (c) and sound speed at 0.4 and 5.5 m
above the bottom (d) from the six-week long bottom tripod deployment. The temperature
data are from throughout the water column on the central WHOI mooring. The wave
orbital velocity is estimated by integrating the area below the observed wave peak in burst
velocity spectra. And the sediment concentration is from a trasmissometer on a nearby
bottom tripod.
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at different heights are also well correlated. The sound speed flux has the expected neg-
ative sign, corresponding to a downward sound speed flux and, under the usual tempera-
ture/salinity conditions at the site, a downward heat flux and an upward buoyancy flux.
As expected, the peaks in sound speed flux are synchronous with strong Reynolds stress
events, indicating that the peaks in Reynolds stress are responsible for the mixing of sound
speed. Often, the sound speed flux is significant when the near-bottom sound speed gra-
dient is large (days 255-259 and 268) suggesting that the source of the sound speed flux
is the horizontal advection of stratification. During other periods (days 246-251 and 265)
there are large sound speed fluxes when the bottom water is fairly well-mixed and the
Reynolds stress is particularly large, suggesting that the source of the sound speed flux is
mixed layer entrainment. The magnitude of the largest sound speed fluxes, approximately
2 x 10-4 m2 s-2, roughly corresponds to a heat flux of 200W/m 2, a value that is comparable
to the heat flux caused by solar insolation in the upper ocean [e.g., Price et al., 1986].
As with the Reynolds-averaged horizontal velocity, we characterize the vertical structure
of the flux estimates with EOM's. The lowest complex EOM of the stress time series,
accounting for 86% of the observed variability, indicates that the stress is nearly constant
to a height of 3.3 m above the bottom and then decreases with increasing the height (Figure
5.5a). There is little or no veering observed in the lowest stress EOM, consistent with the
structure of the mean horizontal velocity. The EOM in Figure 5.5a is most representative
of the periods of large velocity; the lowest mode computed from a subset of the data with
small mean velocities (less than 0.1 m/s at 1.1 m above the bottom) indicates that the stress
decreases with distance from the bottom more rapidly than that shown in Figure 5.5a. This
is consistent with the idea that we can estimate the height of the boundary layer based on
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Figure 5.4: Time series of the eastward component of Reynolds stress (a), and the sound
speed flux (b) at heights of 0.7, 1.1, 2.2, and 3.3 m above the bottom. The time series from
different heights are offset vertically by equal amounts.
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Figure 5.5: Amplitude of the lowest complex EOM for vertical momentum flux (a) and the
lowest EOM for sound speed flux (b).
the intercept of the vertical stress profile.
The lowest EOM of the sound speed flux (Figure 5.5b), accounting for 81% of variance,
contains more structure than the corresponding result for stress. The vertical structure
is consistent with a buoyancy flux production that has a maximum in the upper portion
of the boundary layer and demonstrates that the traditional surface layer MO similarity
hypothesis, in which the surface value of the heat flux serves as the temperature scale, is
not appropriate for the oceanic bottom boundary layer.
The sediment-induced buoyancy flux estimated from the trasmissometer data (not shown)
indicates that the dynamical significance of the suspended sediment is limited to brief peri-
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81%
ods when hurricanes passed near the site. During the hurricanes, the MO length calculated
from the sediment flux Lsed was of the same order as z at the positions of the lowest sensor
(indicating the buoyancy forcing due to suspended sediment was important). However, for
the majority of the deployment, ziLed << 1. Due to uncertainties in the sediment flux
estimates (which are model dependent), we do not include the effect of sediment-induced
buoyancy flux in the results that are presented in the next section, noting that the effect of
the sediment stratification was significant only briefly.
5.4.3 Dimensionless Gradients
Before presenting the dimensionless gradient results, we briefly discuss the time variability
of the length scale ratios z/L and z/6. A time series of the stability parameter z/L at
0.9 m above the bed (Figure 5.6a) indicates that, close to the bottom, the effect of local
stratification was significant at times. For example the results of Businger et al. [1971]
indicate that z/L = 0.2 is large enough to make <,m = 2. In particular, the periods
of strong stratification identified in Figure 5.3c contain the largest values of the stability
parameter.
Time series measurements of the height of the mixed layer and mechanical boundary
layer (Figure 5.6b) indicate that the two quantities are roughly consistent in magnitude,
with typical boundary layer heights of 5-10 m, but are poorly correlated. It is not surprising
that the two boundary layer heights estimates are poorly correlated since they are measur-
ing different aspects of the boundary layer. It is reassuring though that the mechanical
boundary layer height estimates tend to be lower than the mixed layer height estimates and
that the magnitudes of the two are generally consistent. The occasional gaps in the mechan-
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Figure 5.6: Time series of the stability parameter estimated at 0.9 m above the bed (a)
and estimates of mixed layer and mechanical boundary layer height and a mixed layer
height scale 6z (b). In (b) the mixed layer height estimates are represented by the gray
line, the mechanical boundary layer estimates are represented by the gray circles and the
Zilitenkivich mixed layer height scale is represented by the dark line.
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ical height time series estimate correspond to bursts with negative extrapolated z-intercepts
caused by either measurement error or unusual vertical stress structure driven by mean flow
accelerations or baroclinic pressure gradients. A time series of 6z is nearly bracketed by the
two estimates of boundary layer height (Figure 5.6b). The standard planetary boundary
layer height scale for neutral conditions ku,/(w - f) is 3-4 times larger than 6z, indicating
that the interior stratification plays an important role in setting the scale of the bottom
boundary layer at the CMO site.
As a description of the temporal variability, we present time series of raw and low-passed
filtered (using p164 [Limeburner, 1985]) eddy diffusivity estimates at 1.1 m above the bed
(Figure 5.7). The momentum diffusivity is greater than the sound speed diffusivity on aver-
age and the kh estimates are more highly variable. The filtered km estimates vary between
10-4 and 10-2 m 2s- 1 and the filtered kh estimates vary between 10- 5 and 10-2 m2 s- 1. Ob-
tained in log space, the means and standard deviations of the km and ke time series are
7 x 10-4 x+ 4m 2s- 1 and 2 x 10-4 x:5 m2 s-1, respectively. Time series of eddy diffusivity
at the other heights contain similar variability.
Some of the variability in the time series of eddy diffusivities (Figure 5.7) is due to
measurement error. The largest errors occur when the fluxes or gradients are small and not
clearly resolved. To avoid contaminating the results of the dependency of the dimensionless
gradients on z/L and z/ presented below, we limit our attention to periods when the
mean velocity at 1.1 m above the bottom is greater than 0.1 m/s, which ensures that the
momentum fluxes and gradients are measured adequately (see Discussion). Additionally,
for results involving #h, we discard bursts for which c'w' > -10-5 m2 s- 2 in an attempt
to ensure that the flux and gradient of sound speed are resolved. Furthermore, to make
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Time series of km (a) and kc (b) at 1.1 m above the bed. Raw estimates are
by open circles and low-pass filtered time series are indicated with solid lines.
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the results more clear, we present scatter plots of the dimensionless gradients averaged in
bins of z/L and z/6. The parameter z/6 is significant throughout the deployment (Figure
5.6b), making the isolation of the effects of stratification from those of boundary layer
height impossible. However, the effect of stratification is significant intermittently, so the
effect of boundary layer height may be partially isolated from that of stratification. When
considering, the effect of z/6, we require that z/L is less than 1/4.
Figure 5.8a is a scatter plot of bin-averaged #,m as a function z/L; 200 estimates at
each height meet the criterion introduced above and the standard error of the estimate for
each bin is represented with a solid vertical line. The dependence of #'m on the stability
parameter at the lowest elevation, 0.9 m, is quantitatively consistent with surface layer
MO similarity results (#h = 0.74 + 4.7z/L for z/L < 1 [Businger et al., 1971]). At the
upper two elevations, 1.7 and 3.8 m, the dependence of #m. on the stability parameter is
qualitatively consistent with the atmospheric results, however for neutral conditions, #m
approaches values of approximately 2 and 3, respectively. The bin averages for z/L > 1 do
not agree with atmospheric results, but these points also correspond to times when z/6 was
large. Local MO scaling does not collapse the individual #m, estimates onto a single curve.
Figure 5.8b is a scatter plot of bin-averaged #h as a function of z/L. Depending on the
height of measurement, 80 to 90 data points meet the established criteria. The #h estimates
are more scattered than the #m, estimates. The negative values observed at small z/L must
be caused by negative values of sound speed gradient. The measurements are qualitatively
consistent with semi-empirical atmospheric results (#m = 1 + 4.7z/L for z/L < 1 [Businger
et al., 1971]), but they are quantitatively different at all elevations and, like measurements
of #m, they do not collapse onto a single curve.
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Figure 5.8: Scatter plot of bin-averaged dimensionless gradients #m (a) and #c (b) as
functions of the stability parameter z/L at elevations of 0.9, 1.7, and 3.8 m represented by
circles, triangles, and squares, respectively. The solid vertical lines are the standard error
for each bin. The solid gray lines are the empirical formulae of Businger et al. [1971].
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The failure of local MO scaling to collapse the dimensionless gradient estimates suggests
that boundary layer height is a potentially significant length scale. In order to be consistent
with the results of Coles (see below), the dimensionless gradients presented in Figure 5.9
are calculated with an estimate of the bottom, as opposed to local, shear velocity. A
bin-averaged scatter plot of the 50 to 120 #,m data points at each height that satisfy the
established criteria indicates that variation in z/6 can account for the failure of local MO
theory to collapse #m estimates (Figure 5.8a). As a function of z/6, the #m estimates are
also distributed in a manner that is qualitatively similar to the law of the wake proposed
by Coles [see Monin and Yaglom, 1971]
irz Irz0m 1+ H sin ,- 6 (5.17)
where II is an empirical constant found to be approximately 0.55 in laboratory boundary
layer flows [Monin and Yaglom, 1971]. Obviously, the growing boundary flows to which
Coles applied the law of the wake are not directly analogous to the bottom boundary layer
in which the height is limited by stratification and rotation. The oceanic #m estimates
increase more rapidly with z/6 than the laboratory results and the magnitude of the wake
effect is approximately two times greater for the oceanic measurements than the laboratory
measurements.
The dimensionless sound speed gradient estimates display a strong dependence on z/L
(Figure 5.9b). At each height, 25 to 75 bursts meet the established criteria and are included
in the bin-averaging. As in Figure 5.8b, there are measurement problems with the sound
speed gradient at low values of z/6. The #h estimates tend to increase monotonically with
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Figure 5.9: Scatter plots of bin-averaged dimensionless gradients #m (a) and #c (b) as a
function of z/6. Symbols are as in Figure 5.8. The solid gray line in (a) is the empirical
law of the wake of Coles [see Monin and Yaglom, 1971]. To be consistent with the scaling
used in the law of the wake, the bottom shear stress is used.
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increasing z/6 and the estimates are arguably more organized in terms of z/6 than z/L.
For small valuse of z/6 (less than approximately 0.15), the 4h estimates tend be less than
one.
5.5 Discussion
There is a well-defined drag law between the mean velocity at 1.1 m above the bed and
the bottom friction velocity estimated from the stress estimates of the bottom four BASS
sensors (Figure 5.10) The drag coefficient defined by u2 = CD11Ou 2 determined by regression
is 1.5 x 10-3 and is very close to the values for smooth turbulent flow [Monin and Yaglom,
1971]. The standard deviation of the errors in the fitted drag law are up to 30% of the
values of the stress estimate. This represents an upper bound on the random error in the
stress estimates because there is real physical variability in the drag coefficient associated
with stratification, finite boundary layer thickness and other physical processes. The scatter
in the stress estimates increases for values of the mean velocity less than 0.1 m/s, justifying
the cutoff at that value used in the preceding section.
The results presented in Figures 5.8a and 5.9a allow us to map out roughly the different
scaling regimes that occur for qm in the stably stratified shelf bottom boundary layer in
the parameter space of z/L and z/6 (Figure 5.11). For z/ less than approximately 0.2,
the results indicate that local MO theory can be expected to hold and the important length
scales are z and L. There are two limiting cases within the MO regime. For z/L less than
approximately 0.1, the effects of stratification are not important and the Prandtl-Karman
law of the wall is satisfied. The law of the wall is only satisfied at the lowest measurement
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Figure 5.10: Drag relationship for mean velocity at 1.1 m above the bed. The solid line
is the drag relationship for the logarithmic region of smooth turbulent flow [Monin and
Yaglom, 1971].
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Figure 5.11: Schematic diagram of the turbulence scaling regimes likely to be found in the
bottom boundary layer.
height (0.9 m) during the periods of strongest mechanical forcing. At the other extreme,
z/L greater than approximately one, it is expected that z-less scaling [Wyngaard, 1973]
should be valid. This regime was not resolved with our measurements. In general, all three
length scales are important when z/6 and z/L are appreciable. For the case of z/L less
than about 0.1, the results (Figure 5.9a) suggest that a regime, termed the neutral layer,
may exist where only z and 6 are important.
We can interpret the dimensionless shear results in terms of the turbulent mixing length
for momentum. The results suggest that the mixing length is strongly influenced by z/6
in addition to stratification. We find that the mixing length is less than z when z/6 is not
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small. This result is inconsistent with similar measurements obtained in the stable atmo-
spheric boundary layer by Nieuwstadt [1984], who found that local MO scaling collapsed
dimensionless gradients at heights throughout the boundary layer. Since Nieuwstadt's ex-
periment, large-eddy and direct numerical simulations of the stable atmospheric boundary,
have also indicated local MO scaling is successful [Wyngaard, 1992]. The height of the
stable atmospheric boundary layer is not usually limited by overlying stratification [Wyn-
gaard, 1992] and this may be the reason for the discrepancy between the present results and
the previous atmospheric work. In the present study, the overlying stratification strongly
affected the dynamics of the bottom boundary layer: the mixed layer scale is 3-4 times
smaller than the planetary boundary layer height scale and there is little or no veering in
the mean currents. The idea of overlying stratification providing a strong constraint on the
length scale of eddies is a physically appealing concept. If this is the case, the mixed layer
height, rather than the mechanical height of the boundary layer may be the most relevant
parameter.
It is illustrative to discuss the results presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 in terms of
turbulent Prandtl number. Estimating the turbulent Prandtl number is difficult because it
is a function of four variables with random variability and results are sensitive to the manner
in which they are averaged. We believe that the most meaningful estimates are obtained
from the bin-averaged local <$ estimates and the use of (5.13). Plotting Prt estimates
obtained in this manner as a function of z/L and z/6 (Figure 5.12) indicates that, although
the error bars are large and there is considerabe scatter, the variability in Prt is more
closely related to the height of the boundary layer than local stratification. Values of Prt
tend to be less than one for z/3 less than approximately 0.1. For large values of z/6, Prt
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hangs around a value of two. Interpreted in terms of mixing lengths, the results suggest
that lh > im for small z/ but that lh < im for z/6 ~ 1. A more appealing physical
explanation for the small Prt values for z/6 < 0.1 is non-local transport, an effect not
considered in the similarity theory and which invalidates the mixing length analogy. The
transport mechanism we hypothesize is turbulent diffusion of sound speed flux, represented
by the term Oc'w' 2/Oz in the equation for c'w' [e.g., Lumley and Panofsky, 1964). Non-local
transport is also consistent with previous results in which the sound speed variance budget
was not balanced locally [Shaw et al., submitted]. This mechanism may account for small
Prt values near the bottom, it remains unclear, however, why Prt is larger than one in the
outer part of the boundary layer. The present results are also inconsistent with previous
atmospheric results [Businger et al., 1971].
The results presented in the previous section indicate that large errors are likely if the law
of the wall is always assumed to hold in the continental shelf boundary layer. As a corollary,
use of the inertial subrange technique will also be subject to error. The results also indicate
that care must be taken interpreting observed deviations from logarithmic profiles in terms
of stratification or acceleration effects. Regarding turbulence closure models, the results
indicate that the turbulent length scale should be formulated to include a dependence on
z/. If our hypothesis about non-local transport of sound speed can be verified, it implies
that the simplifications made, for example, in the Mellor-Yamada Level III closure are not
valid, i.e. models should include the turbulent diffusion of scalar variance and scalar flux.
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Figure 5.12: Scatter plot of bin averaged turbulent Prandtl numbers Prt as a function of
z/L (a) and z/6 (b) at elevations of 0.9, 1.7, and 3.8 m represented by circles, triangles,
and squares, respectively. The solid gray line in (a) is the empirical formula of Businger
et al. [1971].
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5.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have presented dimensionless profile of velocity and sound speed obtained
from heights of approximately 1 to 4 m above the bottom in the bottom boundary layer
of the New England Shelf from direct measurement of the required quantities. The results
were presented as function of the Monin-Obukhov stability parameter and the ratio of the
height above bottom to height of the boundary layer.
The results indicate the following conclusions. The forcing at the experimental site
was predominantly tidal, with the largest stresses occurring during periods of westward
sub-tidal current. The source of the buoyancy flux was from mixed layer entrainment,
horizontal advection of stratification and, for brief periods during large storms, sediment
resuspension. At the lowest measurement elevation, 0.9 m above the bottom, local Monin-
Obukhov similarity theory was found to be valid. At higher measurement positions, local
Monin-Obukhov scaling failed to explain the observed variability. The variability can be
explained in terms of the ratio of the height above bottom to height of the boundary layer.
We interpret the results to mean that the height of the mixed layer imposes of strong
constraint on the turbulent mixing length. Estimates of the turbulent Prandtl number are
weakly correlated with the ratio of the height above bottom to height of the boundary
layer, we interpret part of the variability as an effect of non-local transport of sound speed.
The results indicate large errors are possible in the application of the logarithmic profile
technique in the continental shelf bottom boundary layer. The results also suggest that the
importance of turbulent diffusion terms in turbulence closure should be reevaluated.
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Chapter 6
Summary
The goal of this thesis was to obtain, reduce, and interpret the measurements required to
study, as directly as possible, the mechanisms of turbulent mixing in the continental shelf
bottom boundary layer. Part of the research was technical in nature, including instrument
modifications and the development of a new analysis technique, and was required to achieve
the scientific goals. The scientific sections of the thesis consisted of testing balances of tur-
bulent kinetic energy and of the variance of a scalar (speed of sound) and testing turbulence
closure hypotheses in the form of dimensionless gradients of velocity and speed of sound.
The work undertaken in the thesis has resulted in the following conclusions:
1) Acoustic current meters can be used to measure the turbulent fluctuations of sound
speed with the required resolution to estimate scalar fluxes and dissipation rates in the
coastal bottom boundary.
2) A new linear filtration and differencing technique is successful at removing surface
wave contamination from estimates of turbulent fluxes of momentum and scalars.
3) The turbulent kinetic energy budget in a continental shelf field site is balanced locally,
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primarily by production and dissipation. The direct effect of stratification, quantified in
terms of the flux Richardson number, is typically limited to the outer part of the boundary
layer. The sound speed variance budget does not close locally and the observed imbalance
is consistent with downward turbulent diffusion of scalar variance.
4) Close to the bottom the dimensionless shear is quantitatively consistent with the
semi-empirical results of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. Further from the boundary local
Monin-Obukhov scaling fails and the length scale imposed by the height of the mixed layer
is significant. The turbulent Prandtl number is difficult to estimate with the measurements,
but the average value is greater than one.
The work performed for this thesis has resulted in the most comprehensive study of
turbulent mixing in the coastal bottom boundary layer to date. The research has identified
aspects of the coastal BBL that are similar to other boundary layers (especially the stable
atmospheric boundary layer) and identified aspects that are unique. In particular, mixed
layer entrainment is an important process that may affect the turbulent length scale and the
dynamics of scalar fluctuations. More specifically, the results indicate that commonly used
assumptions of microstructure studies are not valid in the coastal bottom boundary layer
and that large errors may result from the indiscriminate use of the log-profile technique to
estimate bottom stress. In terms of turbulent closure, the work indicates that the length
scale imposed by the height of the mixed layer is important and that the dynamics of scalar
fluctuations are non-local.
The research conducted for this thesis suggests several areas for further work. The
direct turbulent flux estimates obtained in this thesis could be used in conjunction with
measurements from the WHOI mooring array that was deployed in the same area to test
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momentum and heat budgets for the shelf BBL. The budgets could be used to put the
turbulence measurements in perspective and to test if the locally measured fluxes are repre-
sentative of the drag and mixing experienced by the boundary layer on a larger scale. The
results indicated by the turbulence estimates obtained from the field measurements in this
thesis are not definitive. Computer simulations of coastal BBL turbulence could be used to
augment the present estimates. In particular, they may be useful for verifying the results
and, potentially, for identifying mechanisms that lead to turbulent Prandtl numbers greater
than one. The effects of internal waves on coastal BBL turbulence were not emphasized in
the thesis. Energetic internal waves were present intermittently, however, and the present
measurements may be useful for studying mixing in internal wave boundary layers.
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